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Abstract

Thermodynamics and Creep Behavior of L12 -containing Co-base Superalloys
by
Robert K. Rhein
L12 -containing Co-base superalloys are of significant interest due to their high temperature strength and oxidation resistance. Previous research has shown that this class
of alloys has demonstrated creep performance comparable to second-generation Ni-base
superalloys. Like Ni-base superalloys, Co-base superalloys derive their strength from a
two-phase γ-γ’ microstructure consisting of cuboidal ordered L12 precipitates embedded
within a solid solution matrix. The thermal stability of this L12 precipitate phase is
therefore of great importance if these alloys are to retain their mechanical properties
in high-temperature applications. Topics explored in this study include: (i) thermal
stability of the L12 γ’ precipitate phase, (ii) the creep performance of quinary Co-base
superalloys, (iii) the deformation mechanisms present in these alloys, and (iv) oxidation
behavior of these alloys.
The primary challenge in developing Co-base superalloys is to stabilize the L12 γ’
phase. It has been shown that Co-base superalloys exhibit lower γ’ solvus temperatures
than their Ni-base counterparts. A comprehensive first-principles study was performed
for the Co-Al-W ternary system in order to determine the stability of the L12 γ’ phase
field. This analysis was first performed on the 75 at% Co pseudobinary line and it was
found that the L12 γ’ phase is indeed stable at W-rich compositions at temperatures
above 600 ◦ C. This was then extended to the full Co-Al-W ternary system where a small
phase field of L12 was also found at high temperature.
Higher-order d-block alloying additions were identified using subsequent first-principles
vii

calculations and single crystals of quinary Co-base superalloy compositions were cast
using the conventional Bridgman process. Creep deformation mechanisms were characterized, with lower 900 ◦ C temperature deformation dominated by antiphase boundary
(APB) formation and higher 982 ◦ C temperature deformation dominated by superlattice
intrinsic stacking fault (SISF) formation. Additional simulations were performed using
generalized stacking fault (GSF) surfaces as input to further investigate deformation
mechanisms during creep. A parametric study was conducted in which different dislocation configurations interacted with different precipitate morphologies. The formation of
SISFs is a dominant creep deformation mechanism in Co-base superalloys, and the solute
segregation around them is an important consideration. To this end, experimental and
modeling efforts were performed in order to qualitatively predict the changes in composition near these faults. Oxidation behavior of several CoNi-base superalloy compositions
were additionally investigated to determine which compositions form a continuous, protective α-Al2 O3 scale.

viii
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Superalloy Chemistry
and Applications
1.1

Gas Turbine Engines

Land-based gas turbine engines are a major source of U.S. electrical production. The
advent of hydraulic fracturing in recent years has greatly increased the availability of
the fuel for these engines, accounting for a significant rise in the amount of electricity
generated from natural gas, as seen in Figure 1.1 [1]. These trends are projected to
continue, with natural gas consumption becoming the dominant means of electricity
generation in the United States in the coming decades. As gas turbine engines convert
thermal energy into mechanical energy, the thermal efficiency of these engines can be
roughly taken from the Carnot cycle [2]. The most obvious means of increasing efficiency
in these engines is therefore to increase the operating temperature in the high pressure
section of the turbine. For a combined-cycle land-based gas turbine engine, a 10 ◦ C
increase in operating temperature roughly yields a 1% increase in efficiency. Taken over
the entire power generation sector, an increase in efficiency of 1% would yield significant
1
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Figure 1.1: Historical and projected domestic electrical production by source. [1]

fuel cost savings of $60 billion over 15 years [3]. The operating temperature and attendant
efficiency of these engines are limited by the materials properties of the high-temperature
components.
The blade components within the high-pressure turbine section are subject to the
most aggressive thermomechanical environment during operation of gas turbine engines.
The materials in these blades have to satisfy a number of design criteria, including high
strength and resistance to oxidation, creep, and fatigue. The gas temperatures within the
high-pressure turbine section can reach 1500 ◦ C, and so it is critical that these materials
retain their properties at a significant fraction of their melting point. Ni-base superalloys
are the typical material choice for the blade components as they are able to withstand
aggressive mechanical loads at these elevated temperatures. However, further increases
in operating temperature and turbine energy efficiency are constrained by the melting
2
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point of Ni-base superalloys, motivating the search for alternative materials systems for
these components.

1.2
1.2.1

Ni-base Superalloys
Processing Development

Superalloys in use today reflect over 70 years of scientific and engineering advances
in alloy chemistry and processing. After World War II, the development of jet turbine engines necessitated the search for new materials systems that would be able to
withstand aggressive thermomechanical environments. These first superalloys were typically wrought, and several distinct Fe-, Co-, and Ni-based compositions were developed.
Advances in alloy chemistry in the subsequent decades led to alloys with significantly improved mechanical properties due to solid solution and precipitate strengthening. Ni-base
superalloys came to dominate the market for blading applications due to their ability to
balance several favorable properties, including corrosion resistance, mechanical strength,
fatigue resistance, and microstructural stability [2].
The advent of Ni-base superalloys with significant amounts of precipitate phases made
processing wrought alloys difficult, and necessitated the development of new processing
techniques. Figure 1.2 shows the normalized improvement in creep life for Ni-base superalloys as a function of time as improved processing techniques were developed [2]. Producing Ni-base superalloy blades via vacuum induction casting allowed for higher purity
components, leading to further improvements in creep life [4]. Additional developments
in casting methods allowed for directional solidification of grains during processing, eliminating transverse grain boundaries that weaken creep performance. From there, grain
boundaries in blade components were completely eliminated using single crystal casting
3
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of creep performance of Ni-base superalloys by year, normalized
at 1000h and 137 MPa of creep life for comparative purposes. Different processing
techniques are denoted by separate lines, coloring courtesy of Michael Titus. Adapted
from [2].

techniques, allowing for improved alloy chemistry as the incorporation of grain-boundary
strengthening elements was no longer a requirement [5]. These single crystal superalloys have the most favorable creep and fatigue properties as the elimination of grain
boundaries makes them more resistant to mechanical deformation [2].

1.2.2

Alloy Chemistry and Microstructure

The chemistry of modern Ni-base superalloys is based on the Ni-Al binary system,
as shown in Figure 1.3. If the Ni-rich section of the phase diagram is considered, it
is apparent that there is significant solid solubility of Al within the face-centered cubic
(FCC) γ Ni phase. Increasing Al content further, a two phase γ-γ’ phase field is present.
4
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Figure 1.3:
Binary phase diagram of the Al-Ni system adapted from Okamoto.
Adapted image courtesy of William Lenthe. [7]

The nominally stoichiometric Ni3 Al γ’ phase is an ordered intermetallic L12 structure
and typically exists as coherently embedded precipitates within the disordered γ matrix
phase [2]. Strengthening of the overall superalloy is achieved primarily by increasing the
volume fraction of the Ni3 Al γ’ phase and the inclusion of solid solution strengthening
elements in the γ matrix phase [6].
A number of additional alloying elements are added to this baseline binary system to
improve various properties. Cr is often added in order to improve oxidation and corrosion
resistance. Elements such as W, Ta, Mo, Re, and Ru are included in order to impede
dislocation motion in the γ matrix phase via solid solution strengthening. In the case of
polycrystalline superalloys, elements such as B and C are added to limit the susceptibility
of grain boundaries to damage. Relatively small amounts of these elements readily form
5
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borides and carbides. These phases precipitate in the liquid during solidification or
subsequently in the solid state and segregate to high angle grain boundaries in the final
microstructure.
Precipitate strengthening is the most effective form of mechanical strengthening in Nibase superalloys, especially at elevated temperature [8]. While early Ni-base superalloy
compositions contained small volume fractions of nanoscale precipitates, the coherently
embedded γ’ L12 phase can exist in equilibrium with the gamma matrix at significantly
greater volume fraction. These precipitates nucleate and grow as a regular array of
coherent particles, as shown in 1.4, and are resistant to shearing by dislocations.
These coherently embedded γ’ precipitates are most responsible for the favorable
mechanical properties of Ni-base superalloys at elevated temperature.

Figure 1.4: Characteristic Ni-base superalloy microstructure, showing a high volume
fraction of coherent, embedded γ’ precipitates From [9].

6
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Co-base Superalloys
Chemistry and Microstructure

Cobalt has a both a higher melting point and, in alloyed form, more favorable oxidation properties than nickel [10, 11]. Conventional wrought Co-base superalloys have
been used for airfoil and combustor applications in gas turbine engines for several decades.
These alloys are typically strengthened by a combination of solid solution elements and
carbide precipitates and have superior hot corrosion and fatigue properties in lowertemperature applications [2, 8]. While these carbides impart some strength, it was not
until recently that an intermetallic L12 γ’ phase analogous to the Ni-base system was
found in a Co-base system. In 2006, researchers discovered the existence of this L12 intermetallic compound in the Co-Al-W ternary system, enabling a class of Co-base superalloys that can be used in higher-temperature applications than their wrought counterparts
[12]. Like Ni-base superalloys, this nominally Co3 (Al,W) L12 phase exists in equilibrium
with a FCC solid solution phase at high temperature. This two-phase field is relatively
narrow in the ternary system, as shown in Figure 1.5.
Co has a melting temperature 50 ◦ C higher than that of Ni, and Co-base superalloy
compositions have been shown to exhibit melting temperatures 100 ◦ C higher than Nibase superalloys. Further alloying additions beyond the ternary system do not generally
depress the melting temperature. As creep performance is correlated with melting temperature, Co-base superalloys with a γ-γ’ microstructure may have the ability to operate
at higher temperatures relative to Ni-base superalloys, providing significant fuel savings
by improving engine efficiency.
Processing of Co-base superalloys is also analogous to processing in the Ni-base system. Single crystals of Co-base superalloys can also be cast via the Bridgman process.
Unlike Ni-base superalloys, freckles and other casting defects are less prevalent in Co7
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Figure 1.5: Initially proposed ternary phase diagram of the (a) Co-Al-W system.
Dark field TEM micrographs are shown in (b) indicating the ordered L12 γ’ phase
in equilibrium with the solid solution matrix along with (c) the characteristic L12
superlattice reflections for b = [001]. Adapted from [12].

base superalloys [13]. This is a result of favorable partitioning between the liquid and
solid during casting arising from the inclusion of relatively more dense alloying elements
than are present in Ni-base compositions. W and Ta preferentially partition to the liquid
during solidification and prevent the density inversions that induce convective instabilities in the melt. Thus, dendrite breakage and fragmentation is mitigated, allowing for
large components to be cast with relatively few defects, which is particularly important
in physically large components such as land-based turbine engines. [13].
After casting and an annealing and precipitation heat treatment, the final microstructure of Co-base superalloys in the Co-Al-W ternary system is remarkably similar to the
Ni-base superalloys. The morphology of the L12 γ’ precipitates is determined by the degree of lattice parameter misfit, δ, between the matrix and precipitate phases [14]. This

8
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misfit value is typically taken as:

δ=

aγ 0 − aγ
1/2(aγ 0 − aγ )

(1.1)

In this equation, a represents the lattice parameter of the two separate phases. For
Ni-base superalloys, the lattice parameter of the disordered γ matrix phases is almost
always slightly larger than that of the precipitate γ’ phase, resulting in a negative lattice
misfit values between -0.2% and -0.4% [14]. However, Co-base superalloys typically have
larger lattice parameters in the precipitate phase, resulting in positive misfit values of
approximately the same magnitude [12]. While these lattice misfit values do not prevent the two phases from maintaining coherency, they do induce significant stresses in
both phases. In both cobalt and nickel, there is significant elastic anisotropy in the ordered precipitates, with relatively weaker face centers than face corners. This anisotropy
accounts for the cuboidal shape of the precipitate phase [15].

1.3.2

γ’ Stability

Although the microstructure of coherently embedded, ordered precipitates in a solid
solution matrix is identical between Ni- and Co-base alloys, there are significant distinctions between the behavior of the two systems at turbine operating temperature. While
Co-base superalloys typically possess higher melting temperatures than their Ni-base
counterparts, the γ’ phase has a generally lower solvus temperature in the Co-base case,
as shown in Figure 1.6. Finding means of increasing the L12 γ’ solvus temperature while
maintaining a two-phase γ- γ’ microstructure is therefore a major concern.
Following the 2006 discovery of the experimental L12 phase, a great deal of initial
work was concerned with assessing its stability in the baseline ternary Co-Al-W system.
Assessing L12 stability within the ternary is complicated by the fact that it does not
9
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Figure 1.6: Transition temperatures of four different Co-base superalloys relative to
the second generation Ni-base superalloy CMSX-4. Higher order alloying additions
beyond the ternary Co-Al-W can increase the γ’ solvus [16].

appear on the solidus surfaces and is therefore not a phase that appears immediately on
solidification [17]. As is apparent in Figure 1.5, the range of compositions over which L12
is stable at 900 ◦ C is quite narrow, and the phase is thermodynamically competitive with
a three-phase mixture of elemental Co, B2 CoAl, and D019 Co3 W. Experimental test
ribbons annealed for up to 8000 hours at 900 ◦ C at a number of compositions around
the L12 phase field reported by Sato seem to indicate that L12 is metastable at very
long annealing times, as final annealed microstructures contain a four-phase mixture at
apparent equilibrium. While this would seem to be in violation of the Gibbs phase rule
for a ternary system, it is possible that coherency strain between the γ and γ’ phases
serves to confer an extra degree of freedom on the system [18, 19]. Notably, further
studies conducted at 950 ◦ C for long annealing times did not demonstrate the same
phase transformation, and L12 precipitate phase fractions were maintained [20].
Other researchers have demonstrated that, for single crystal compositions, the ternary
10
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Figure 1.7: Formation energies of special quasi-random L12 Co3 Al1−x Wx structures
calculated via DFT. These formation energies are plotted in red and compared to the
formation energy of the three-phase mixture, denoted by the dashed line.

γ-γ’ microstructure remains stable even at extended annealing times and under creep
conditions [21]. This suggests that the presence of grain boundaries plays an important
role in the development of deleterious phases under extreme annealing conditions. It
is likely that tungsten diffusion accounts for the sluggish kinetics of transformation in
compositions where B2 CoAl or D019 Co3 W develop. It may also be the case that these
phases nucleate more easily at grain boundaries. However, this alone does not explain
the presence of four phases in a ternary system.
As the initial experimental evidence of L12 γ’ precipitate stability was inconclusive,
a number of studies were performed on assessing the thermodynamics in the Co-AlW system using calculations and first-principles methods. The first of these was reported by Jiang using L12 special quasi-random structures (SQS) and density functional
11
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theory (DFT) to model the stability of γ’ at 0 K. The formation energies of several
experimentally-observed compounds in the Co-rich part of the Co-Al-W were calculated.
Two L12 γ’ SQS cells were constructed with equimolar mixing of Al and W on the L12
B sublattice and their formation energies also were calculated using DFT. As is clear
in Figure 1.7, these L12 structures are unstable relative to a three phase mixture of
elemental Co, B2 CoAl, and D019 Co3 W. As this preliminary study was confined to a
few compositions and limited to 0 K, it does not demonstrate conclusive proof of the
instability or metastability of L12 compounds in the Co-Al-W ternary system. Rather,
it suggests that other finite temperature effects play an important role in stabilizing the
L12 phase relative to these other compounds.
Having a working understanding of the underlying thermodynamics and phase equilibria in the Co-Al-W system is essential if this class of alloys is to be used in turbine
applications. Traditionally, this information is compiled in Computer Coupling of Phase
Diagrams and Thermochemistry (CALPHAD) databases which take as input free energy
polynomial functions that are fit to experimental data. While this method is quite robust
in regions where there is a good deal of experimental data, it becomes less accurate in
compositional domains in which the underlying polynomial functions have to extrapolate
in order to reach. Initial CALPHAD constructions done by several independent groups
were fit to experimental data in which the γ’ phase was stable [22, 23, 24]. In these
models, literature values were used as input for the underlying unary and binary systems
in order to construct a full ternary description. As a result, the quality of these models is
determined by the quality of the underlying experimental data and they have a limited
ability to accurately extrapolate beyond the region used for fitting.
A thermodynamic description of the complete Al-Co-W was recently revised using
the CALPHAD method, treating the L12 precipitate phase as metastable over the entire
compositional and temperature range. While this model takes in some DFT data for
12
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fitting, it is mostly built around experimentally observed phase fractions. As seen in
Figure 1.8, the aggregated 0 K DFT data across the 75 at % Co pseudobinary line shows
no compositional region over which the L12 phase is stable. Notably, the authors of
this study found it necessary to include vacancy terms in the underlying Redlich-Kistler
polynomials in order to account for the presence of a disordered B2 CoAl phase with
appreciable solid solubility. All interaction terms between the three constituent species
and these vacancies were assigned large positive values [25].

Figure 1.8: Formation energies of several L12 Co3 (Al,W) structures calculated via
DFT compiled from the existing literature. The L12 formation energies are assessed
relative to a three-phase ground state mixture in red and black. From [25].

While the CALPHAD models do an excellent job of defining the phase boundaries of
the stable phases, there is difficulty in assessing regions where a phase exhibits metastability and instability. Also, due to the large number of significant finite temperature
effects in the Co-Al-W system, it is particularly difficult to assign polynomial values in
13
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this instance. First-principles based methods are excellent means of quickly assessing 0
K formation energies of a given compound, but are unable to assess finite temperature
free energy information in isolation. Until recent advances in computing power, it was
difficult to accurately gather sufficient compositional data to build a complete description
of the thermodynamics of a ternary system. Today, we can rapidly gather thousands of
unique formation energies for compounds across compositional space.
Using the cluster expansion method, we are able to build thermodynamic descriptions
for individual phases as a function of composition and configuration at 0 K. This 0 K
description can be linked to finite temperature entropy effects using statistical mechanics. Recent code developed by the Van der Ven group [26, 27, 28] has been shown to
model finite temperature thermodynamics, kinetics, and phase stability in several systems, including lithium batteries, magnesium alloys, and nickel superalloys using this
cluster expansion formalism. A major aspect of the research reported here is extending
this formalism to investigate stability in the Co-Al-W ternary baseline system, as well as
higher-order systems.

1.4

Mechanical Behavior in Superalloys

The stability of the two-phase γ-γ’ microstructure is important from a mechanical, as
well as thermal, standpoint. Without the ability to resist shear at elevated temperatures,
the precipitate phase is unable to impart adequate strength to the overall component.
A complete understanding of the varying ways in which the precipitate phase undergoes
mechanical deformation is therefore a requirement. Co-base superalloys plastically deform in similar, but distinct ways from their Ni-base counterparts, much of which can
be traced back to alloy chemistry. As with assessing thermodynamics, first-principles
methods can once again be employed to quickly determine the energetics of deformation.
14
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Heterogeneous Deformation

Plastic deformation in metals is accomplished primarily by dislocation motion. Superalloys gain their strength by impeding the motion of these dislocations in a variety
of ways. Considering that land-based turbine blades spend the majority of their lifetime
under extreme thermal and mechanical conditions, resistance to plastic deformation via
creep is typically the primary design consideration for superalloys. The creep deformation
mechanisms differ considerably in the two phases.
During the initial phase of primary creep, plastic deformation is mainly accommodated via the motion of dislocations through the narrow γ matrix channels in between the
γ’ precipitate phase. As the γ phase is a disordered FCC solid solution, the dislocations
are of the a2 [110] type and glide on (111) planes through these channels. The γ phase
heterogeneously accommodates the majority of this initial plastic deformation largely
due to the misfit between the two phases, as the effective shear stress on a dislocation
will be relatively larger in the horizontal or vertical γ channels, depending on the sign of
the misfit, δ [2].
For nickel superalloys, which typically have a negative misfit, applying a tensile load
along the [001] crystallographic direction largely relieves the misfit stresses in the vertical
γ matrix channels. The opposite is true in the horizontal channels, as any tensile applied
load will exacerbate the existing misfit stresses and cause dislocations in those channels
to experience a greater resolved shear stress. In order to become mobile in the matrix
channels, these dislocations must experience a greater resolved shear stress than the
Orowan bowing stress, τ :

τ=

µb
l

(1.2)

In this equation, µ is the critical resolved shear stress of the material, b is the Burgers
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vector of the dislocation, and l is the width of the γ matrix channels projected onto
the relevant (111) slip plane. In this fashion, several dislocations can migrate through
matrix channels and pile up at the γ-γ’ interface. Before any shear occurs within the γ’
precipitate phase, the misfit stress that exists at the interface can be mitigated as the
dislocation deposits a leading screw dislocation segment in the phase with the smaller
lattice parameter. This and other climb phenomena locally relieve the misfit stress at
the interface. As several dislocations glide through the γ matrix channels and build up
at the interface during creep deformation, they interact with each other and form regular
dislocation networks. These networks further reduce the misfit stress between the two
phases and prevent long-range dislocation motion. Figure 1.9 shows these dislocation
networks in two Ni-base superalloys.

Figure 1.9: Regular networks of dislocations in two Ni-base superalloys shown in
bright-field TEM at 0.5% and 1.0% creep strain, respectively. From [29].

After these networks form, additional deformation is typically accommodated by the
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precipitate rafting phenomenon. Rafting is the process by which precipitates elongate and
merge together along certain crystallographic planes, as seen in Figure 1.10. As this is a
diffusive process, it is prevalent only at elevated temperature and after the easier glideaccommodated deformation has occurred. The direction of coarsening is determined by
the direction of the applied load, σ, and the misfit strain, δ. In nickel-base superalloys,
which typically have negative misfit strains, the precipitates coarsen perpendicular to
the applied load whereas in cobalt-base, which typically have positive misfit strains, the
direction of coarsening is parallel to the applied load. This phenomenon can be so strong
that the microstructure can effectively invert, where now the L12 γ’ phase serves as the
matrix with embedded γ precipitates. When this occurs, further deformation can be
accomodated by shearing in the L12 phase [30].

Figure 1.10: Post-crept inhomogeneous microstructure of Ni-base superalloy a) Rafting has occurred in direction perpendicular to loading axis b) No rafting occurs in
direction parallel to loading axis. From [29].

1.4.2

L12 faulting

Superalloys generally owe a great deal of their resistance to deformation by the resistance of the L12 γ’ precipitate phase to shearing events. During the initial phases of
17
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primary creep, deformation in the γ’ phase can be accommodated by the slip of h112i
{111} type dislocations. This shearing is accompanied by the formation of a stacking
fault (SF) of either the superlattice instrinsic (SISF) or superlattice extrinsic (SESF)
type [30]. Early TEM revealed that the majority of deformation during this mode occurs
on {111} type planes [31].
A complete ah112i-type dislocation can dissociate in a couple different ways that
satisfy Frank’s rule. One dissociation reaction results in the formation of an antiphase
boundary (APB) while the other results in the formation of both an SISF and SESF.
If an APB is formed, the resultant partial dislocations are still relatively long, and the
diffuse dislocation cores are of too high an energy to make this the dominant faulting
type. The relatively more compact partial dislocations that accompany SISF and SESF
formation mean that these are the dominant faulting mechanisms observed in the L12
γ’ precipitate phase in Ni-base superalloys. These faults are analogous to the stacking
faults observed in purely FCC materials.
The formation of SISFs in Ni-base superalloys is likely due to the interactions of two
h110i-type dislocations interacting at the γ-γ’ interface:
a
a
a
a
a
h011i + h101i → h112i → h112i + SISF + h112i
2
2
2
3
6

(1.3)

In this reaction, two h110i-type dislocations interact at the γ-γ’ interface and a leada
ing h112i partial dislocation shears across the γ’ precipitate, leaving behind a faulted
3
a
SISF region. The trailing h112i is effectively pinned at the interface, as its shearing
6
across the precipitate would result in the formation of a high-energy APB. This is not
experimentally-observed in either Ni-based or Co-based superalloys. SESF formation is
possible if another set of h110i-type dislocations interact at the interface and another
leading partial shears across the existing SISF. A schematic illustrating these faults on
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the (111) plane is shown in Figure 1.11.

Figure 1.11: A schematic representation of (111) layers in the L12 structure showing
the partial dislocations associated with each kind of possible fault. Different shapes
represent distinct (111) layers in the ABC stacking sequence. Open shapes correspond to the majority A sublattice (Ni/Co) while closed shapes correspond to the B
sublattice (Al/W). Adapted and reproduced from [32].

While the above dissociation reaction is the most commonly accepted explanation of
SISF-producing shearing events within the L12 γ’ precipitate phase, it is not the only one.
Other reactions exist which do not violate Frank’s rule and produce SISFs. While these
events may not be completely understood, what is clear is that the types of dislocations
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present in the γ channels and at the interface play a critical role in determining the type
of faulting that will be observed within the precipitate phase. As such, knowledge of the
energetics of the various faults can be used to tailor superalloy chemistries that are more
resistant to faulting.

1.4.3

L12 deformation via shearing and APB formation

Glide events can also occur in the L12 phase, especially after the microstructure has
inverted. Two possible dissociation events are possible with the ah110i Burgers vector
[33]:
a
a
ah110i{1̄11} → h211i{1̄11} + SISF + h121̄i{1̄11}
3
3

(1.4)

a
a
ah110i{1̄11} → h110i{1̄11} + AP B + h110i{1̄11}
2
2

(1.5)

a
3
dislocation dipoles. This SISF is directly comparable to the existence of intrinsic stacking
The first of these equations results in the formation of an SISF bounded by two

faults in the disordered matrix phase, with a locally missing (111) plane that breaks the
ABC stacking sequence such that it is locally ABA. In this way, the formation of an SISF
can be thought of as transitioning from a fully FCC stacking sequence to an arrangement
with local HCP stacking around the fault.
a
2
h110i type dislocation and the formation of an APB defect. In this kind of defect, the local
The second of the above equations involves the shearing of the L12 γ’ phase by an

stacking sequence remains unchanged but local chemistry is altered as nearest-neighbor
bonds are violated. In Ni-base superalloys, the formation of this APB is generally energetically unfavorable, leading to partial dislocation spacings that are relatively small.
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Additional deformation can be accommodated by a thermally-activated climb process
a
of the h110i superpartial dislocations onto {100} planes. The energy in the L12 phase
2
required to form an APB is generally lower on the {100} planes than it is on the {111}
type, which is the energetic driving force for this thermally-activated climb. As there
is typically a high complex stacking fault (CSF) energy between the Shockley partials
a
from the h110i dissociation, the superpartials dissociate on {111} planes, locking the
2
dislocation configuration and preventing further deformation. This is known as a KearWilsdorf lock, as shown in Figure 1.12. As this process is thermally-activated, it is present
only at higher temperatures and is responsible for the anomalous increase in strength in
the L12 phase.
As the lock forms on the (100) type plane, an extended APB forms between the two
dissociated superpartials. As the energy of the (100) APB is less than that of the original
(111) APB, there is no driving force for cross-slip back onto the (111) plane. [34]

Figure 1.12: Kear-Wilsdorf lock process schematic. a) Glide along (111) plane, b)
leading screw dislocation cross-slipping onto (100) plane, c) Kear-Wilsdorf lock with
small CSF extending back onto (111) planes. Adapted from [34].
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First principles methods

First principles modeling was used in several instances in this work. The formation
energies of several distinct configurations of atoms in various crystal structures were
assessed using density functional theory (DFT). DFT is a method of investigating the
electronic structure of condensed phases, and is particularly well-suited for modeling the
behavior of metallic elements. Until recently, it has been relatively difficult to gather the
amount of foundational 0 K calculations necessary to explore the phase stability of multicomponent systems. Recent advances in computing speed have made it relatively easier
to rapidly acquire this information, allowing for the exploration of systems containing
hundreds or thousands of configurations as in this work (Figure 2.1).
The Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) was the program used to calculate
the formation energies of several hundred unique FCC, BCC, and HCP orderings on
the given lattice [35, 36, 37]. The projector augmented wave method was used and all
potentials used the spin-polarized generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [36, 38,
39]. An energy cutoff of 500 eV and a Γ-centered k-point mesh were used. k-point
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convergence tests were run on initial parent cell primitive structures to within an error
of 0.5 meV/atom and the k-point mesh grids of subsequently generated larger supercells
were scaled to this result. All calculations performed used the projector augmented
wave (PAW) pseudopotential as this has been demonstrated to have high accuracy in
calculating solid cohesive energies [40].

Figure 2.1: Number of structures in example systems explored via DFT over time.

2.1.1

Cluster Expansion Formalism

Phase stability in the Co-Al-W system was studied via the cluster expansion method.
A given ordering on an n-atom lattice can be expressed as a vector of occupation site
variables ~σ = {σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , ..., σn }. For the Co-Al-W crystal structures considered, this
occupation variable is assigned a value of -1,0, or 1 depending on the species occupying
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a given lattice site. Formation energies at 0 K, Ef , can be obtained for each ordering
relative to the pure elements in their respective ground states, according to:

Ef (~σ ) = E(~σ ) − XCo ECo − XAl EAl − XW EW

(2.1)

in which E(~σ ) is the total energy per atom of a given ordering obtained via DFT and Xi
and Ei are the atomic fraction and elemental formation energy of a given species. The
baseline reference ground states of elemental Co, Al, and W at 0 K are HCP, FCC, and
BCC, respectively.
To obtain finite temperature free energies and determine phase stability, a configurational cluster expansion formalism was used [41, 42, 43]. In this approach, a set of DFT
formation energies is used to build a generalized expression for the formation energy of
any ordering of atoms, ~σ , on a given crystal structure:

Ef (~σ ) = V0 +

X

Vα φα (~σ )

(2.2)

α

where φα (~σ ) is a cluster function corresponding to the product of the occupation variables
of the sites in cluster α:
φα (~σ ) =

Y

σi

(2.3)

i∈α

The Vα expansion coefficients are termed the effective cluster interactions (ECI) and the
cluster expansion is summed over all clusters of sites α.
While the sum in the above expression for formation energy extends over all sites α
within a crystal structure, the terms need to be truncated at a certain cutoff. In practice,
relatively few non-zero ECIs need to be included in a cluster expansion in order to rapidly
and accurately predict the formation energy of a given configuration on the lattice.
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Configurational Free Energy Effects

The CASM package [44, 45, 46, 47] was used to enumerate the symmetrically distinct
supercells for each crystal structure, fit the ECIs of the cluster expansion, and perform
Monte Carlo simulations to determine finite temperature energies. Cluster expansions
were performed separately for the FCC, BCC, and HCP crystal structures and ECIs
were parameterized using a genetic algorithm [48] and deep first search method [45].
Formation energies were weighted by their distance from the metastable convex hull in
order to increase the accuracy of the cluster expansion.
Monte Carlo simulations were used in order to capture the effects of configurational
free energy on the system. For these calculations, the grand canonical ensemble was used,
in which chemical potential and temperature are the thermodynamic variables. In each
Monte Carlo simulation, a large supercell was generated and allowed to equilibrate under
a given set of chemical potential and temperature conditions. Initially, temperature was
held constant at a sufficiently high temperature such that the underlying structure would
equilibrate as completely disordered. Chemical potential space was then discretized to
get a set of initial compositions and characteristic potentials. Subsequent cooling and
heating runs could then be discretely integrated using the trapezoid rule to obtain an
expression for the configurational free energy term:

G(x, T ) = G0 +

X

µ
ei (xi − xi−1 )

(2.4)

i

2.1.3

Vibrational Free Energy Effects

Vibrational free energy contributions were calculated using the quasiharmonic approximation for selected ordered structures. Large supercells were constructed for the
selected structures and force constants were extracted from VASP DFT calculations in
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which isolated atoms were perturbed relative to their equilibrium position using the frozen
phonon approach [49, 50]. At temperatures above the Debye transition, the harmonic
approximation for vibrational energy is given by:

Fvib (T ) = kB T

X

ln(

m

hvm
)
kB T

(2.5)

where vm are the frequencies of the normal modes of oscillation. Large supercells were
constructed from baseline primitive cells and the CASM vibrational package was used to
identify symmetric operations within the given crystal structure. A minimum number of
critical perturbations were identified to capture the entire phonon spectrum. Identified
atoms were perturbed 0.03 Å from their equilibrium position. These perturbed supercells
were allowed to run in VASP as before, but were run statically so as not to allow the
structure to relax back to its equilibrium position.
Force constants were obtained with a least-squares fit and the eigenvalues used to
construct the dynamical matrix from which phonon dispersion curves were calculated
[51]. Several volumes were allowed to vary ±5% within the quasiharmonic approximation
in order to capture the effects of thermal expansion. Helmholtz free energy surfaces as a
function of temperature and volume were subsequently generated. The minimum energy
path as a function of temperature across this surface is the vibrational free energy term,
which can be summed linearly with the 0 K formation energies to yield an expression for
an overall finite temperature free energy term.

2.1.4

The 75 at% Co pseudobinary

Initially, this cluster expansion study focused solely on the 75 at% Co pseudobinary
line that past work done by other researchers had considered at 0 K, as shown in Figure
2.1. The formation energies of 63 distinct orderings on the L12 crystal structure were
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calculated via DFT. In addition to this, the formation energies of several line compounds
from the experimental Co-Al-W phase diagram were calculated. In this pseudobinary
study, the L12 structures were the only ternary compositions considered. No solid solubility on the A sublattice was considered, as Al/W occupancy on the B sublattice was
the only site that was allowed to vary.
All formation energies calculated via DFT were referenced to the ground state energies
of the pure elements in their crystallographic ground state, such that:

G0 (x) = E0 −

X

xi g0

(2.6)

i

Where E0 is the unreferenced energy per atom calculated via DFT and xi and g0 are
the concentration and reference energy of the pure elements, respectively. In the case of
Co-Al-W, the ground states are HCP Co, FCC Al, and BCC W.

Figure 2.2: 75 at% Co psuedobinary line examined via DFT and binary cluster
expansion. Colored regions correspond to 0 K ground state three-phase regions.
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Ternary Cluster Expansion

After the pseudobinary cluster expansion was completed, a full ternary cluster expansion was completed for the FCC, BCC, and HCP crystal structures in the Co-Al-W
system. One major complication of doing a full ternary, or higher-order, cluster expansion is the sheer number of formation energies that must be calculated via DFT in order
to get an accurate fit:
Table 2.1: Number of unique supercells corresponding to the pseudobinary and full
ternary cluster expansions.

Supercell Size

Binary

Ternary

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16

2
3
6
24

3
6
21
96
165
790
1245
7482
747150
≈107

Because of the computationally-prohibitive number of distinct orderings in higherorder systems, a cutoff limit must be placed. For the ternary cluster expansion in this
work, formation energies of supercells containing eight or fewer atoms were calculated.
While this is useful in order to obtain an overall baseline, it does not adequately capture
regions of fine compositional detail. In order to capture this, a number of large supercells
around particular compositional areas of interest were also calculated. Specifically, these
include the regions around pure elemental Co, B2 CoAl, and the experimentally-observed
L12 phase.
Nearly every phase in the Co-Al-W ternary system can be described as an ordering
on an FCC, BCC, or HCP lattice, with the exception of some quasicrystal structures
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Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration the Bain strain pathway available to FCC Co-Al-W
to transform into BCC

on the Al-rich end of the Co-Al binary. Many of these orderings break the original
cubic symmetry of the parent crystal structure. For instance, while a pure FCC crystal
lattice has 12 nearest neighbors, upon relaxation via DFT that may no longer be the
case. Typically, this effect is small and the number of nearest neighbors retained upon
relaxation is relatively close to the original structure. However, certain orderings of FCC,
BCC, and HCP are dynamically unstable and undergo considerable deformation during
DFT relaxation to the point where they more closely resemble an ordering on a different
parent crystal structure.
We ultimately do not want to include these structures that relax away from their
original parent crystal in the overall cluster expansion of the original lattice. Strain can
be used as an order parameter to identify specific orderings that relax to a different
structure. One such strain tensor is the Hencky strain, defined in terms of the stretch
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tensor, U:

E = lnU

(2.7)



xx xy xz 


T

E=



 xy yy yz  = E


xz yz zz

(2.8)

This strain tensor has six independent components, and it is convenient to cast these
components into a set of symmetry adapted strain metrics, defined as linear combinations
of the Hencky strain components:

e1 =

xx + yy + zz
√
3

(2.9)

xx − yy
√
2

(2.10)

2zz − yy − xx
√
6

(2.11)

e2 =

e3 =

e4 =

e5 =

e6 =

√

2yz

(2.12)

√
2xz

(2.13)

√
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2xy
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The components of the Hencky strains decouple any volume dependence in the terms
e2 to e6 . All of the volume dilation is captured in the e1 term, while the e2 and e2 describe
tetragonal and orthorhombic distortions of the original crystal. The other components
represent shear terms.
A common transition pathway in FCC and BCC crystals is the Bain path, as shown
in Figure 2.3. The symmetry adapted strain metric components above enable us to represent all symmetrically equivalent FCC-to-BCC transitions in a two-dimensional space
spanned by the e2 and e3 components. If we consider a conventional FCC unit cell with
cubic axes aligned along the Cartesian x-y-z directions, it can be transformed to BCC by
a contraction in the z-axis accompanied by simultaneous expansion in the x and y directions. There are three equivalent pathways for this kind of transition, corresponding to
contraction along the three Cartesian axes. By casting the final parameters of our relaxed
DFT supercells in terms of the e2 and e3 components, we are easily able to bin supercells
into the structure they most closely resemble. Several structures, particularly along the
Co-Al binary, are susceptible to this kind of transition and so were appropriately filtered
before any cluster expansion was fit.

2.1.6

Fault Energies

Several first principles methods were used in order to capture the effects of composition and ordering on the experimentally observed faulting behavior in the L12 phase.
At the most basic level, the formation of an SISF can be visualized as a transition from
a locally L12 stacking sequence to a locally D019 stacking sequence. In this sense, the
difference between the bulk formation energy of those two phases is proportional to the
energy of formation of the fault itself. Several L12 and D019 orderings along the 75 at%
Co pseudobinary were enumerated and their formation energies calculated via DFT in
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order to gain this baseline information.
In order to more comprehensively study the effects of alloy chemistry on fault energies, the special quasirandom structure (SQS) method was used to enumerate several
compositions, including Co3 Al, Co3 W, Co3 Ta, Co3 Ti, Co3 Cr, Co3 V, Co3 Mo and all subpseudoternaries. Within each pseudoternary, 13 distinct structures were enumerated for
both the L12 and D019 crystal structures. The L12 SQS structures contained 24 atoms
while the D019 SQS structures contained 32 atoms. Once the formation energies of these
structures were calculated, it allowed for a polynomial fit of an SISF energy to be fit at
0 K.
Vibrational calculations were performed on the pure binary L12 and D019 structures
as before using the frozen phonon approach. The resultant vibrational free energies were
summed together with the baseline 0 K formation energies to construct an expression
for the fault energies as a function of temperature. These surfaces can then be used
to identify regions in relatively high-order compositional space that exhibit large fault
energies of formation. In this sense, one can identify compositions that are relatively
more resistant to fault formation and therefore stronger in creep. These surfaces can also
be used to explain some of the chemical segregation behavior that is often observed in
post-crept samples [52].
Solute atoms in these faults are known to segregate or deplete from stacking faults
in metallic alloys, and specifically in the two-phase γ-γ’ Co-Al-W system [53, 54, 55,
56]. Equilibrium in an alloy system is characterized by the equivalence of the chemical
potentials of all of the mobile species. However, in a stacking fault, equilibrium is instead
determined by the the Suzuki criterion, which corresponds to an equivalence of chemical
potential differences. As the Monte Carlo simulations use the grand canonical ensemble,
we can easily obtain chemical potential curves as a function of composition. By using
this and the Suzuki criterion, we can predict the segregation or depletion of species in a
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given Co-Al-W alloy.
To simulate the dynamic shearing process of the L12 precipitates, 2-D phase-field
simulations were conducted. Small 512 x 512 nm square areas were simulated in which
a single dislocation was allowed to interact with a single L12 γ’ precipitate for three
distinct compositions. To simulate the energetics of the model, a generalized stacking
fault (GSF) surface was constructed. This surface was constructed by taking a primitive
L12 cell and elongating it along the z axis into a 1x1x12 supercell. The top (111) layer
was then shifted by discrete amounts in order to generate a GSF surface to which a
polynomial could be fit. Vacuum layers were included to prevent self-interaction terms.

Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the (111) shift between the unperturbed FCC
supercell and a shift corresponding to the formation of a perfect SISF. Several shifts
of this nature can be used to construct the complete GSF surface.

2.1.7

Oxidation

The resistance of Co-base superalloys to oxidation is an important consideration in
alloy design. There is wide variation in the type of oxides that can be present in these
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alloys depending on the composition of the substrate, especially in higher-order multicomponent alloys. From a first principles standpoint, it can be difficult to directly
calculate the activity of oxide species, especially if they have significant solid solubility.
If we approximate these oxide compounds as line compounds even at finite temperature,
we can use first principles methods to predict the equilibrium layer order of oxides by
taking oxygen chemical potential as proportional to oxygen activity.
The first step in calculating the oxide layer sequence is determining the formation
energies of the pure oxide species at 0 K via DFT. From there, we can define a new characteristic potential that includes a formation energy and chemical potential term. By
minimizing this characteristic potential with varying chemical potential, we can determine the order of oxides on the substrate by assuming oxygen chemical potential increases
as we get closer to the surface.

2.2

Experimental methods

First principles methods were used to inform a variety of experiments. The models
were used to find a variety of compositions that would have a stable two-phase microstructure, be resistant to L12 shear, and have adequate oxidation properties. The
experimental methods used to explore these properties will be discussed in this section.

2.2.1

Alloy composition

Three single crystal Co-based compositions were investigated in this work, their compositions, and their heat treatments are shown in the table below.
Initially, three Co-Al-W quinary compositions with 2 at% additions of Ta, Ti, and
Nb were fabricated via arc melting in order to obtain a γ-γ’ microstructure saturated in
these elements. These elements were chosen as they had previously been shown to have
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Table 2.2: Compositions of alloys (at%)

Alloy
TaTi
TaNb
TiNb

Co
Al W Ta Ti
78.3 10.7 8.2 1.2 1.6
78.8 11.3 7.9 1.1 78.3 10.6 8.3 - 1.6

Nb
Heat Treatment
- 1340C/48 hrs - 1000C/24 hrs
0.9 1340C/48 hrs - 1000C/24 hrs
1.2 1315C/48 hrs - 1000C/24 hrs

a positive effect on γ’ thermomechanical stability, which had been further validated by
first principles modeling [57]. After solution heat treatment, and subsequent precipitation
heat treatment, the microstructures of these 2 at% containing alloys were found to be
nearly two-phase γ-γ’, but with a small amount of additional deleterious phases.
In order to develop a composition with two-phase microstructure, electron probe
micro-analysis (EPMA) was performed on the γ-γ’ regions within each sample and the
resultant composition was used to cast a subsequent set of alloys. This process was
repeated until three final quinary compositions were found to possess a completely γ-γ’
microstructure after heat treatment. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was performed
on these compositions to obtain γ’ solvus temperatures.

2.2.2

Alloy processing

Single crystal bars were cast via the conventional Bridgman process. These bars
were cast with crystallographic [001] direction parallel to the growth direction. The bars
measured approximately 152 mm in length and 20 mm in diameter. Withdrawal rates of
200 mm/h were used during the casting. A schematic of the Bridgman process is shown
in Figure 2.5.
An ALD Vacuum Technologies dual Bridgman-LMC furnace was used, although the
liquid metal cooling option was not used in this work [59, 60]. Approximately 4 kg ingots
of the compositions in question were inductively melted in a Ni-plugged ceramic crucible.
The crucible was then heated to a temperature above the melting point of the Ni plug
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Figure 2.5: a) Schematic of Bridgman casting process. b) Example single crystal
bars resulting from Bridgman process. Adapted from [58].

and the molten metal was allowed to pour into a 5 bar ceramic mold located in a heat
zone. This mold and the molten metal was maintained at a temperature approximately
100 ◦ C above the liquidus of the alloy.
The mold was subsequently withdrawn from the heat zone at a controlled rate. Spiral
grain selectors at the bottom of the mold preferentially control the growth rate of grains
with a particular orientation, in this case ultimately selecting an orientation along a [100]
type direction. By carefully controlling the withdrawal rate, dendritic growth of a single
crystal can then be achieved within the bars themselves.
The resultant single crystals were removed from the mold and heat treated according
to the schedule in Table 2.2 in a vacuum resistance furnace. This furnace was backfilled
with Ar and heated to a temperature well above the γ’ solvus in order to homogenize the
as-cast dendritic structure to a complete FCC solid solution. A subsequent aging heat
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treatment was then used to nucleate and grow the γ’ precipitates.

2.2.3

Microstructural Characterization

In order to characterize the microstructure of the as-cast bars, an etchant solution
of 2:1 HCl:H2 O2 by volume was prepared to determine whether any stray grains had
nucleated within the bars. This etchant preferentially attacks the γ phase in Co-base
superalloys. The ends of the bars of each composition were sectioned away and electronprobe microanalysis (EPMA) was used to determine whether segregation had occurred
within the bar during casting. Back scatter election (BSE) images were also collected on
a FEI XL-30 scanning electron microscope (SEM) in order to measure phase fraction.
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was performed using a Seteram Setsys 18 system
on all the alloys investigated. This was done in reference to a Pt sample and the system
was calibrated with high-purity Ni and Ag prior to experiment. Transformation temperatures, including the γ’ solvus temperature, were recorded during heating and cooling
excursions at a rate of 5 K/min.

2.2.4

Creep Testing

Two tensile creep specimens were machined out of each cast bar. High temperature
tensile creep tests were conducted in an OXY-GON vacuum resistance furnace with a
3:1 lever arm ratio. In order to accurately capture the deformation of the specimens,
extensometers were attached to grooves just outside of the gauge length. Low-voltage
displacement transducers (LVDTs) were placed at the bottom of each extensometer and
strain measurements were taken by averaging the two resulting measurements.
The single crystal specimens themselves were 76.3 mm in length with a 3 mm gauge
diameter and 25.4 mm gauge length. Creep tests varied in temperature from 900 ◦ C to
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982 ◦ C and in stress from 248 to 275 MPa. The full parameters of the creep tests are
shown in the table below. Temperature was measured by using an R-type thermocouple
in contact with the gauge section. Minimum creep rates were established by taking the
total average slope over 10 h intervals and taking the minimum value.
Table 2.3: Creep testing of alloys

Sample
TaTi-2-1
TaNb-1-1
TaNb-2-1
TaNb-3-1
TaNb-4-1
TiNb-1-1
TiNb-2-1
TiNb-3-1
TiNb-4-1
TiNb-5-1

Temperature (◦ C)
982
900
982
982
900
900
900
982
982
950

Stress (MPa)
End of Test
248
Rupture
275
2% interrupt
248
2% interrupt
248
Rupture
275
Rupture
275
Rupture
275
2% interrupt
248
Rupture
248
20.3% interrupt
248
Rupture
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First-Principles Thermodynamics in
the Co-Al-W System
3.1

Introduction

Evaluating the thermodynamics of the Co-Al-W ternary system is a critical baseline
step in order to design higher-order alloys that have adequate high temperature performance. To this end, several studies have sought to better understand the phase stability
of the Co-Al-W system via both CALPHAD and first-principles approaches. The first
of these used the special quasirandom structure (SQS) approach with 32-atom supercells
and demonstrated that the 0 K formation energy of L12 Co3 Al0.5 W0.5 is approximately
70 meV/atom less stable than a three phase mixture of B2 CoAl, A3 Co, and D019 Co3 W
[61]. This study assumed equal mixing of Al and W on the B sublattice, although experimentally observed compositions are off stoichiometry with excess Co occupying the
B sites and a W concentration higher than that of Al [62]. Other DFT studies exploring
the thermodynamic effects of adding vacancies and substitutional defects to the Co-Al-W
L12 structure found that Co antisite defects on Al B sites had a stablizing effect [63].
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Furthermore, finite temperature vibrational effects within the harmonic approximation
at constant volume were found to increase L12 stability by reducing the free energy difference between the L12 and the three-phase mixture above from 70 meV/atom to 11
meV/atom at 1200 K. While this indicates a stabilizing effect due to the vibrational
contributions, it is not enough on its own to fully stabilize the L12 phase [63].
Building on this, a first-principles investigation to establish the role of configurational
and vibrational degrees of freedom in determining the stability of L12 relative to competing phases in the Co-rich part of the Co-Al-W system. A cluster expansion method
is combined with Monte Carlo simulations to calculate the configurational free energy of
the L12 phase first along the Co3 Al-Co3 W pseudobinary line and then as a full ternary
cluster expansion. Vibrational free energy calculations using the quasiharmonic approximation were also performed and included in the final expression for the Gibbs free energy.
The results in this chapter are partially drawn from Rhein, Dodge, et al. [64].

3.2

Pseudobinary Methodology

Our goal was to assess the finite temperature stability of Co-rich L12 orderings in
the Co-Al-W ternary system from first principles. Phase stability is determined by a
global minimum of the Gibbs free energy, which can be conveniently visualized when
plotting free energies as a function of atomic fractions as schematically illustrated in
Figure 3.1. At low temperature, Co-rich alloys in the Co-Al-W ternary decompose into a
three phase mixture consisting of pure Co, CoAl, and Co3 W. The free energy of this three
phase mixture resides on a plane connecting the free energies of Co, CoAl, and Co3 W as
schematically shown in Figure 3.1. Pure Co is stable in the hcp crystal structure (A3)
at low temperature but transforms to fcc (A1) above 723 K, while Co-Al adopts the
bcc-based B2 ordering. Co3 W is stable in the hcp-based D019 ordering. Although the
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experimentally observed L12 phase in the Co-Al-W is Co-rich, with excess Co occupying
the Al and W sites, this initial study was restricted to the pseudobinary Co3 Al1−x Wx
composition axis. L12 becomes thermodynamically stable at temperatures where the free
energy of Co3 Al1−x Wx drops below the plane of the free energies of Co, CoAl, Co3 W, as
schematically illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Our analysis of phase stability incorporated the effects of both configurational and
vibrational excitations. Configurational disorder due to W and Al mixing over the B
sublattice of L12 A3 B along the pseudobinary composition axis x in L12 Co3 Al1−x Wx
will lead to important entropic contributions to the free energy at elevated temperature.
Furthermore, several of the other phases that are stable at elevated temperature in the Corich part of the Co-Al-W composition space, including A1 Co, B2 CoAl, and D019 Co3 W
exhibit solid solubility. Prior experimental work and thermodynamic databases have
established that the solid solubility of D019 Co3 W is limited at elevated temperature and
can therefore be approximated as a line compound [12, 24]. B2 CoAl, however, exhibits
an appreciable degree of off-stoichiometry as a result of Co antisite defects on the Al
sublattice, analogous to B2 NiAl [65, 66]. At 1173 K, the B2 structure can accommodate
up to 33% Co on the Al sublattice [12]. The configurational entropy associated with this
solid solubility may have a significant effect of the free energy of the B2 phase.
Contributions to the free energy from configurational disorder were found using the
cluster expansion approach and Monte Carlo simulations. The Al and W ordering over
the B sublattice of L12 , for example, can be described with occupation variables σi
assigned to each site i on the B sublattice with occupation variables taking values of
+1 or -1 depending on whether the site is occupied by Al or W. The collection of all
occupation variables ~σ = {σ1 , σ2 , ..., σN } uniquely characterizes a configuration over N
B-sublattice sites of L12 . The formation energy, E(~σ ), of a given configuration can then
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Figure 3.1: (a) Co-rich part of the Co-Al-W phase diagram with labeled crystal
structures. Regions with different 0 K ground states are labeled with different colors.
Co undergoes a hcp to fcc transition at 723 K. The Co3 Al-Co3 W pseudobinary line
corresponding to the cluster expansion is shown. (b) Schematic of the free energies
of the crystal structures in the Co-rich part of the Co-Al-W phase diagram at finite
temperature.

be expressed as an expansion in terms of polynomial basis functions according to:

E(~σ ) = V0 +

X

Vα φα (~σ )

(3.1)

α

where φα (~σ ) is a cluster function defined as the product of occupation variables belonging
to the sites of a cluster labeled α [41]. The coefficients of the cluster functions, Vα , called
effective cluster interactions (ECI), depend on the chemistry of the solid and are to be
determined from first principles. The resultant cluster expansion can be rapidly evaluated
in Monte Carlo simulations to calculate thermodynamic ensemble averages. The CASM
package was used to construct and parameterize the cluster expansion and run the Monte
Carlo simulations [47, 46, 45, 44].
Binary cluster expansions were constructed for both L12 Co3 Al1−x Wx and Co rich B2
CoAl due to the importance of configurational disorder in both phases. The expansion
coefficients were fit to reproduce a training set of density functional theory energies, each
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corresponding to a particular ordering of W and Al over the B sublattice of L12 or of
Co and Al over the Al sublattice of B2 CoAl. A 4-atom L12 primitive cell was used
as a basis for supercell enumeration, in which the face corner site can be occupied by
either Al or W, while the face center site is fixed to be Co. All symmetrically distinct
configurations of Al and W over the B-sublattice in symmetrically distinct supercells
ranging in size between one and five L12 primitive cells were enumerated. Configurations
on B2 supercells up to 18 atoms in size were enumerated from a 2-atom primitive cell in
which the Al sublattice was allowed to vary between Al and Co.
The energies of the enumerated configurations as well as those of A1 and A3 Co
and D019 Co3 W were calculated with density functional theory using the plane-wave
pseudopotential based Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) code [36, 67]. The
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation was used for
the exchange and correlation functional with the projected augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotential method [39, 67, 37]. This functional was chosen because of its accuracy in
calculating solid cohesive energies [40]. The energies of the ground state crystal structures and selected L12 configurations were also calculated using the PBEsol functional
[68]. An energy cutoff value of 400 eV and a gamma-centered k-point mesh were used. All
calculations performed were spin-polarized. K-point convergence tests were performed to
within an error of 0.5 meV/atom. Structures were initialized with lattice parameters corresponding to the experimentally-observed L12 Co3 (Al,W) 3.57 Å and were subsequently
fully relaxed.
Grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations were performed on the cluster expansions
to calculate the dependence of chemical potential on concentration and temperature. A
12×12×12 simulation cell was used for L12 Co3 (Al1−x ,Wx ) in which B site occupancy was
allowed to vary between Al and W. The free energy of L12 Co3 (Al1−x ,Wx ) was calculated
by integrating the chemical potential with respect to x using Co3 Al as a reference. Monte
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Carlo simulations were also performed on the cluster expansion for B2 CoAl to calculate
free energies using comparable parameters as for the L12 structure.
Contributions from vibrational excitations were calculated within the quasi-harmonic
approximation. Vibrational free energies for both A1 and A3 Co and for the stoichiometric B2 CoAl and D019 Co3 W compounds were calculated. The vibrational free energy
of L12 along the pseudobinary composition axis Co3 (Al1−x ,Wx was estimated by linearly
interpolating between the vibrational free energies of stoichiometric L12 Co3 Al and L12
Co3 W. Force constants were extracted from DFT calculations using the frozen phonon
approach. Isolated atoms were displaced relative to their equilibrium positions in large
supercells and the resultant forces on all atoms in the supercell were calculated using
VASP. Force constants were obtained with a least-squares fit and used to construct the
dynamical matrix to calculate phonon diserpersion curves [51]. The volume of the supercells was allowed to vary 5% in 1% increments to enable the calculation of volume
dependent Helmholtz free energies. A polynomial fit of the Helmholtz free energy as a
function of volume was minimized to calculate the Gibbs free energy as a function of
temperature at zero pressure.

3.3

Pseudobinary Results

To parameterize a cluster expansion describing the dependence of the fully relaxed
energy on configuration along the pseudobinary Co3 (Al1−x ,Wx ) composition axis, the
energies of 63 symmetrically distinct Al and W orderings over the B sublattice of L12
were calculated. The resulting formation energies ∆Ef are shown in Fig. 3.2a. The
formation energies were calculated according to:

∆Ef = E(~σ ) − XCo ECo − XAl EAl − XW EW
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Figure 3.2: (a) Ground state formation energies of the 63 L12 configurations calculated via DFT and the cluster expansion results relative to the three-phase ground
state. XW represents the atomic fraction of W on the L12 B sublattice. (b) Magnitude
of effective cluster interaction versus cluster number for the L12 structure.

in which E(~σ ) is the fully relaxed DFT total energy of configuration ~σ and Xi and
Ei represent the atomic fraction and DFT energy of the pure elements in their ground
states using the PBE functional. Results obtained using the PBEsol functional yielded
lattice parameters approximately 1% smaller but did not appreciably change the relative
energies between crystal structures. Also shown in Fig. 3.2a is the energy of a three phase
mixture of A3 Co-B2 CoAl-D019 Co3 W evaluated along the pseudobinary composition
axis x. Fig. 3.2a, clearly shows that L12 along the pseudobinary composition axis is less
stable than a three phase mixture comprising A3 Co-B2 CoAl-D019 Co3 W.
The calculated formation energies in Fig. 3.2a indicate that many Al-W orderings
over the B sublattice reside on the convex hull of metastable L12 . Furthermore, the
formation energies at fixed concentration x are all very close to each other, exhibiting
only a weak dependence on configuration. This is likely due to the fact that the B
sublattice sites are separated by a second nearest neighbor distance in fcc and screened
by Co on the A sublattice. The variation of the formation energies with composition and
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configuration suggests that a solid solution due to Al-W disorder over the B sublattice
should form at elevated temperatures in L12 Co3 (Al1−x ,Wx )
At 0 K, there is no composition at which the L12 crystal structure is favored relative
to the three phase mixture, although it becomes more energetically competitive at compositions that are rich in W. The -605 meV/atom formation energy (relative to A3 Co
and A1 Al) of B2 CoAl is the largest in magnitude of all structures considered, effectively
destabilizing L12 structures at the Al rich end of the pseudobinary. It is convenient to
consider a relative stability free energy along the pseudobinary, defined as the difference
between the free energy of a L12 based configuration ~σ at a particular concentration and
the free energy of a three-phase mixture of Co, CoAl, and Co3 W at the same composition:

∆Gstab (x, T ) = GL12 (x, T ) − GM ixture

(3.3)

At zero Kelvin, where the entropy is zero, the free energies in the above definition become
equal to formation energies. Due to the very strong relative stability of the B2 CoAl
phase, the smallest difference between the three-phase CoAl, Co3 W, and Co mixture and
the L12 Co3 (Al,W) phase at 0 K is 27 meV/atom, as shown in Figure 3.2a. This energy
difference lowers to 22 meV/atom if the PBEsol functional is used. This minimum occurs
at W rich composition.
The L12 cluster expansion was fit to the 63 formation energies of Figure 3.2a using a
genetic algorithm [48] and a depth first search method [45] to determine the optimal set
of basis functions. The final basis set comprised of 25 clusters with the cluster expansion
fit having a cross-validation score of 0.5 meV/atom, an error comparable in magnitude
to the expected numerical convergence errors of the DFT calculations. The magnitude
of the ECIs are shown in Figure 3.2b. The largest pair interaction connects B-sublattice
sites of opposite corners of the L12 cubic unit cell, having a magnitude of 13.5 meV/atom.
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The most closely-packed triplet and quadruplet clusters have magnitudes of 10.3 and 8.5
meV/atom, respectively. The formation energies predicted by the cluster expansion are
overlaid in red on the DFT formation energies in Fig. 3.2a.
The zero Kelvin DFT prediction that a three phase mixture of A3 Co, B2 CoAl
and D019 Co3 W is more stable than any configuration along the L12 Co3 (Al1−x ,Wx )
pseudobinary suggests that other finite temperature effects are responsible for the experimentally observed L12 crystal structure. Contributions from configurational entropy to
the free energy due to Al/W mixing over the B sublattice of L12 are a potential source
of finite temperature stability. Semi-grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations were performed on the cluster expansion for L12 Co3 (Al1−x ,Wx ) to calculate a relation between
the exchange chemical potential µ̃W = µW − µAl and B sublattice concentration x. This
exchange chemical can be integrated with respect to x to obtain an expression for the
Gibbs free energy, Gconf ig , of L12 according to:

Gconf ig (x) = Gconf ig (x

ref

Z

x

µ̃W dx

)+

(3.4)

xref

where xref represents a reference W concentration on the B sublattice.

The refer-

ence concentration was taken as x=0 and the Gibbs free energy at that concentration,
Gconf ig (xref ), is equal to the formation energy of the L12 Co3 Al configuration due to the
absence of configurational entropy in a perfectly ordered compound.
The Gibbs free energy is plotted as a function of x at three different temperatures
in Fig. 3.3. The effects of configurational entropy are greatest at Co3 Al0.5 W0.5 where
there is equal mixing of Al and W on the B sublattice. At 0 K, the relative stability
energy at this composition is 56 meV/atom. When finite temperature contributions due
to configurational excitations are accounted for, ∆Gstab decreases but remains positive.
At 1173 K, where L12 is experimentally observed, ∆Gstab decreases to 43 meV/atom,
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indicating that a three phase mixture between Co, CoAl and D019 Co3 W is still favored
in spite of the additional configurational entropy in L12 . At concentrations x > 0.5, L12
becomes more competitive relative to the Co-CoAl-Co3 W mixture but the stabilizing
effect of configurational entropy is also less than that at x = 0.5. Compositions containing
80 ± 2.5 at% W on the L12 B sublattice remain the most competitive relative to the threephase ground state in the 873-1473 K temperature range when configurational effects
are incorporated. The most favorable composition at 1173 K is Co3 Al0.19 W0.81 with a
stability free energy of ∆Gstab = 19.6 meV/atom. Even at temperatures approaching
melting, contributions from configurational excitations are not sufficient to stabilize L12
relative to the three-phase ground state.
The vibrational free energies of pure Co (both fcc and hcp), B2 CoAl, and D019 Co3 W
were calculated within the quasi-harmonic approximation. The vibrational entropy is
equal to minus the slope of the vibrational free energy with respect to temperature. The
vibrational entropies of fcc Co, B2 CoAl, and D019 Co3 W are shown in Figure 3.4a. The
B2 CoAl compound has the lowest vibrational entropy among the three phases. Shorter
bond lengths are generally associated with stiffer bonds and therefore less vibrational
entropy [69]. The nearest neighbor bond length of B2 CoAl is 2.47 Å, which is shorter
than the 2.50 Å and 2.55 Å nearest neighbor bond lengths in fcc Co and D019 Co3 W,
respectively. Strong Co-Al bonds in B2 CoAl is consistent with the very large magnitude
of the B2 CoAl formation energy.
The vibrational free energies of L12 Co3 Al and L12 Co3 W were also calculated within
the quasi-harmonic approximation. The vibrational entropy as a function of temperature
for the two L12 compounds is shown in Figure 3.4b. At 1173 K, there is an approximate
0.5 kb /atom difference in vibrational entropy between L12 Co3 Al and L12 Co3 W. The
vibrational entropy of L12 Co3 W is slightly lower than that of L12 Co3 Al in spite of
the heavier mass of W. This may be due to stronger bonds in the W-compound as Co48
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Figure 3.3: Effect of configurational entropy on the L12 structure. Black L12 free
energy curves at increasing temperature are plotted relative to the free energy of the
three-phase ground state in blue.

W prefers close-packed phases at the L12 composition, while Co-Al prefers a two-phase
mixture between bcc based B2 CoAl and Co at the same composition.
It is computationally prohibitive to calculate the vibrational entropy of all 63 structures along the pseudobinary line used to fit the cluster expansion for L12 . Therefore,
the vibrational free energy at intermediate compositions were modeled as a rule of mixtures between the Co3 Al and Co3 W endpoints. Configurational and vibrational entropy
in the L12 structure along the Co3 Al-Co3 W pseudobinary line are plotted against each
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Figure 3.4: Vibrational entropy as a function of temperature of the three phases
comprising the ground state (a) and the L12 endpoints of the pseudobinary (b).

other in Fig. 3.5. In this plot, the vibrational entropy is measured relative to the vibrational entropy of an equivalent three-phase mixture of Co, CoAl, and D019 Co3 W at
a given composition. It is clear that vibrational entropy is much greater in magnitude
than configurational entropy across the pseudobinary, especially at the Al-rich end. It is
also notable that the configurational entropy is very close to the ideal entropy of mixing,
suggesting that there is a nearly random solid solution of Al and W on the B sublattice
in the L12 structure.
A complete expression for the Gibbs free energy of a crystal structure is approximated
by summing the 0 K formation energy with the configurational and vibrational energy
terms. For L12 along the pseudobinary with B sublattice concentration x, the expression
takes the following form:

G(x, T ) = ∆Ef + Gconf ig (x, T ) + Gvib (x, T )

(3.5)

An analogous free energy expression can be obtained for the three phases that make up
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Figure 3.5: The effect of configurational and vibrational entropy in the L12 phase
along the Co3 Al-Co3 W pseudobinary line. Vibrational entropy is assessed as a rule
of mixtures between the two end L12 structures relative to the vibrational entropy of
an equivalent three phase mixture of A1 Co, B2 CoAl, and D019 Co3 W at a given
composition.

the end points of the convex hull, but treating them as line compounds. The relative
stability free energy ∆Gstab of L12 along the pseudobinary is shown in Figure 3.6 with
increasing temperature.
At 873 K the L12 phase becomes stable relative to the Co-CoAl-Co3 W three phase
mixture, with a ∆Gstab of -2.2 meV/atom with 74% W on the B sublattice. The magnitude of ∆Gstab increases with increasing temperature, lowering to -17 meV/atom at
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1173 K. The compositions with the greatest L12 stability at this temperature are those
with approximately 70% W on the B sublattice, which is consistent with experimentallyobserved compositions [12]. If the PBEsol functional is chosen to calculate formation
energies, it is found that ∆Gstab will decrease by approximately 5 meV/atom at the most
stable L12 compositions. This choice would lower the calculated transition temperature
at which L12 becomes stable relative to the three phase mixture.
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Figure 3.6: Stability energy of the L12 structure relative to the three-phase ground
state with increasing temperature.

Our pseudobinary analysis has assumed that the three phases that are thermodynamically competitive with L12 can be approximated as line compounds at elevated
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temperature. While D019 Co3 W does not exhibit significant solubility, B2 CoAl and fcc
Co have appreciable solid solubility and these effects must be accounted for in order to
completely assess relative phase stability. Results from Monte Carlo simulations indicate
that inclusion of configurational degrees of freedom in the free energy of B2 CoAl does not
appreciably change the free energy of the Al-rich end of the Co3 Al-Co3 W pseudobinary.
Caution should be used in drawing conclusions from the stability free energy at temperatures approaching the solvus temperature of the L12 phase as configurational entropy
arising from an increased solubility of Al and W in fcc Co will lower its free energy and
thereby reduce ∆Gstab and make L12 less stable than predicted here. Incorporating the
effects of solid solubility in elemental cobalt through a ternary cluster expansion remains
a critical step in rigorously assessing phase stability in the Co-Al-W from first-principles
and will be discussed in later sections.
It has been demonstrated that L12 Co3 (Al,W) is thermodynamically competitive
relative to pure Co, CoAl, and Co3 W at high temperature due to the combined effects
of configurational and vibrational entropy. Our rigorous treatment of configurational
degrees of freedom using the cluster expansion method showed that the entropy due to
Al-W disorder over the B site of L12 at high temperature approaches that of an ideal
solution. While configurational entropy is thereby maximized it is not large enough
to stabilize L12 relative to Co, CoAl, and Co3 W. Vibrational entropy is found to be
substantially more important in stabilizing L12 . Vibrational entropy is predicted to be
larger in the fcc phases (fcc Co and L12 ) than in B2 CoAl and the hcp phases (hcp
Co and D019 Co3 W). The very negative formation energy of B2 CoAl, which favors this
phase at low temperature, translates into stiff Co-Al bonds. As a result, B2 CoAl has the
lowest vibrational entropy of all the phases considered in this work and its free energy
decreases least with increasing temperature. Our study demonstrates that the inclusion
of thermal expansion as modeled within the quasi-harmonic approximation is essential to
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render L12 thermodynamically stable at elevated temperature. A recent study by Saal et
al [63], for example, showed that vibrational free energies calculated at constant volume
are insufficient to stabilize L12 .
The L12 phase that emerges at high temperature is predicted to be W rich (relative
to Al). This is in large part due to the very negative formation energy of CoAl at zero
Kelvin. Vibrational and configurational entropy favors slightly higher Al concentration
as their inclusion causes the minimum of ∆Gstab to shift to more Al rich concentrations
with increasing temperature. The shift though is small and the B sublattice of L12 remains net rich in W at all temperature, which is consistent with experimentally-observed
compositions.
In evaluating the vibrational free energy of L12 Co3 (Al1−x Wx ) as a function of x, the
vibrational free energies of L12 Co3 Al and Co3 W were linearly interpolated. While an
approximation, it becomes more accurate when the dependence of the vibrational free
energy on the arrangement of Al and W is weak. A linear approximation should be
reasonable in this system since configurational disorder in L12 Co3 Al1−x Wx occurs over
the B sites, which are relatively far apart and are shielded from each other by the majority
Co sublattice. This is further supported by the calculations of Saal et al [63] who showed
that the vibrational free energy at constant volume for two different configurations at the
same concentration in L12 Co3 Al1−x Wx differ only by 3 meV/atom, indicating that the
vibrational free energy is relatively insensitive to the Al-W arrangement. Hence a more
rigorous coupling between configurational and vibrational excitations using for example
a coarse graining scheme [70] is not necessary.
The calculated 873 K temperature above which L12 is predicted to become stable is
below temperatures where L12 is experimentally observed. Due to a variety of approximations in our treatment, it is expected that this predicted transition temperature is a
lower bound. Neglected in our initial study are the entropic contributions from configu54
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rational disorder of dissolved Al and W in fcc Co. Entropic contributions from magnetic
disorder in fcc Co have been neglected. Entropy arising from spin-spiral excitations
have been shown to strongly influence the hcp/fcc transition temperature for example
[71]. The inclusion of both of these effects would stabilize elemental Co relative to the
other phases and thereby increase the temperature at which L12 Co3 (Al,W) becomes
thermodynamically stable.
It has been shown that vibrational entropy is critical in order to thermodynamically
stabilize the L12 phase in the Co-Al-W ternary. Having identified a compositional range in
which this structure is most stable, it becomes evident as to how to increase the stability
of L12 through further alloying. Additional components should favor L12 formation and
competing phases that have a low vibrational entropy so as not to destabilize L12 at
elevated temperature. It is expected that higher order alloying additions, such as Ni, Ta,
and Ti, will further stabilize L12 in Co rich alloys.

3.4

Ordering on Lattices

A necessary first step in conducting a full ternary thermodynamic assessment of the
Co-Al-W system is to consider the 0 K phase diagram. Using VASP, the formation
energies of several ternary compounds were calculated via DFT. The Inorganic Crystal
Structure Database (ICSD) was used to identify several possible parent crystal structures
which were then decorated with Al, Co, and W atoms [72].
There are several notable points on the 0 K Co-Al-W phase diagram. All formation
energies were taken relative to the three constituent elements in their ground state. There
is a complete absence of ternary intermetallic structures at 0 K. Several ternary topologically closed-packed (TCP) and Laves phases had their formation energies calculated
but were not found of the global convex hull. Several three-phase regions are present in
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BCC W + Co3W + B2

W

HCP Co + D019 + B2

HCP Co = 0 eV,
FCC Co = 0.019 eV

D019 Co3W =
-0.0798 eV

D85 Co7W6 = -0.033 eV
C36 Co5Al2W = -0.033 eV
BCC W: 0 eV

Figure 3.7: Phase diagram of the Co-Al-W at 0 K. The red dashed line indicates the
75 at% pseudobinary line from the previous study. Other notable phases are indicated
by the green arrows.

the phase diagram, but of most interest is the HCP Co + D019 Co3 W + B2 CoAl phase
field for Co-rich composition. As mentioned in the pseudobinary analysis, this threephase region is more stable than any calculated individual L12 orderings along the red
dashed line. Several other ternary L12 orderings were considered in this later analysis,
as prior research had shown that Co antisite defects on the minority B sublattice have a
stabilizing effect [63]. For the ternary L12 configurations considered in our analysis, no
such stabilizing effect was found as Co-rich compositions off of the pseudobinary were
higher in relative energy than those along the pseudobinary itself. The major driver of
the stability of the three-phase region is again the very low formation energy of the B2
CoAl compound.
Although no ternary L12 phases are observed at 0 K, an important next step is
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to consider the FCC ground states in isolation to see if there are any orderings that
are particularly thermodynamically competitive with the three-phase mixture. These
orderings may also become stabilized by finite temperature effects so identifying them
accurately is important. A comparison plot showing the FCC and global convex hulls is
shown in Figure 3.8(a). As seen in this plot, there are no FCC configurations that lie on
the global convex hull, with the exception of elemental Al. There are, however, a number
of ternary configurations that adopt the L12 ordering that are on the FCC convex hull, as
shown in Figure 3.8(b). As before, these configurations lie on the 75 at% pseudobinary
line and are 10s of meV/atom off of the global convex hull.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Comparison of the Co-Al-W FCC ground state convex hull in red to
the global ground state convex hull in cyan. (b) The ground states at vertices in the
FCC parent crystal structure at 0 K, including L12 configurations along the 75 at.%
pseudobinary line.

The three FCC configurations that reside on the FCC convex hull are shown in
Figure 3.9. These configurations do not show a strong bias toward either Al or W on
the B sublattice, but are rather clustered around the equimolar Co3 (Al,W) composition.
The configurations denoted 30 and 34 in Figure 3.9 are relatively similar to one another,
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consisting of alternating (100) planes. In these alternating planes, a plane that is entirely
Al or W is succeeded by another plane consisting of atoms in a 2:1 ratio of the minority
species to the majority species. The final configuration, denoted 4 in Figure 3.9, is
equimolar on the B sublattice. Notably there appears to be no strong preference for a
certain type of nearest neighbor bonding on the B sublattice. W is a relatively large
atom and so it might be expected that stable configurations would seek to minimize
the number of W-W nearest neighbors on the B sublattice but that is not found in the
configurations shown below. Nearest neighbors on the B sublattice are second nearest
neighbors on the overall FCC lattice, allowing for Co to effectively shield atoms from one
another on the minority B sublattice.

24_4_6_1_5_3_2/30

24_4_6_1_5_3_2/34

Co
Al
W
SCEL24_4_6_1_5_1_0/4
Figure 3.9: The three FCC ground states that reside on the FCC convex hull. All
configurations are 24 atoms large. Images generated using VESTA and species type
is indicated.
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Fitting Cluster Expansion

The first step in fitting the three ternary cluster expansions was to use the components of the Hencky strain to identify configurations which significantly deviate from their
starting parent crystal structure. One such transformation pathway is the Bain strain
pathway from FCC to BCC. As configurations that are of multiple different crystal structures are undesirable in fitting a cluster expansion, a filter of the original configurations
must be conducted and only the desired configurations used. An example plot used to
filter the FCC configurations is shown in Figure 3.10. Strain transformations from BCC
to FCC can also be mapped onto e2 -e3 space if the BCC crystal is taken as reference. The
pathways are the same as the Bain strain paths for FCC but in the opposite direction.
Just as with FCC to BCC, there are three equivalent paths related to one another by 120◦
rotations in e2 -e3 space. Configurations that do not deviate strongly from their starting
configuration as measured by the second and third component of the Hencky strain pass
the filter and are used in the subsequent cluster expansion.
In this work, all relaxed configurations were compared to ideal FCC, BCC, and HCP
parent crystal structures. The vast majority of these orderings will not stay perfectly
FCC, BCC, or HCP as they will not possess perfect cubic and hexagonal symmetry after
relaxation. Nonetheless, these structures will be considered as belonging to the parent
crystal structure they most closely map to.
Although three cluster expansions were fit, the fitting of the ternary FCC cluster
expansion will be the primary focus of this work. A comparison between the actual DFT
formation energies and the formation energies predicted from the cluster expansion along
the Co-Al binary axis is shown in Figure 3.11. In this figure, the original DFT formation
energies are denoted with open red circles while the corresponding cluster expansion
(CLEX) energies are denoted by smaller, filled-in blue circles. The FCC cluster expansion
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e2
Figure 3.10: The 699 original FCC configurations that did not deviate by more
then 0.1 in either e2 or e3 are shown in blue. These configurations were used in the
subsequent cluster expansion. The three red points correspond to the full Bain strain
pathway in which an original FCC structure would transform completely to BCC.

was fit to at total of 699 formation energies using the same genetic algorithm [48] as used
for the pseudobinary fit. The final cross-validation score was 13.8 meV/atom, although it
is apparent in Figure 3.11 that the fit is better in the Co-rich part of composition space.
This is partially due to the relatively few configurations that can be used for the FCC fit
in the composition space around CoAl. Due to the large formation energy of the BCC B2
CoAl ordering, it is energetically favorable for FCC configurations to transform to BCC
via the Bain pathway. This is especially apparent at the equimolar CoAl composition,
where only four configurations that were originally FCC relax to a configuration that
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maps most closely to FCC. The configurations comprising the cluster-expanded FCC
convex hull are indicated by gold stars in Figure 3.11, and there is strong agreement
between the DFT and CLEX hull in the Co-rich part of the composition range shown
here.

Al

Co

W

Figure 3.11: The DFT and cluster expansion (CLEX) predicted formation energies
of the FCC configurations along the Co-Al binary.

A comparison between the DFT formation energies and those predicted by the cluster
expansion along the Co-W binary axis is shown in Figure 3.12. There are more configurations to fit to in the middle of this composition range than along the Co-Al binary
and once again, there is strong agreement between the actual and predicted energies near
elemental Co in the region of interest. Of note here is that the energy of L12 Co3 W is
very near the energy of D019 Co3 W that resides on the convex hull. This once again
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suggests that W-rich L12 compositions will be more energetically competitive with the
three-phase ground state than Al-rich compositions.

Al

Co

W

Figure 3.12: The DFT and cluster expansion (CLEX) predicted formation energies
of the FCC configurations along the Co-W binary.

It is also important to consider the fit of the configurations along the 75 at% Co pseudobinary line, both as a check with the prior work and to determine which configurations
lie on the FCC convex hull. A plot of the 75 at% Co pseudobinary for the ternary FCC
cluster expansion is shown in Figure 3.13. This figure is directly comparable to Figure
3.2(a), and there is strong agreement between the two. The ternary cluster expansion is
more coarse in composition space than the pseudobinary cluster expansion. Because of
this, an additional 233 configurations were added to the ternary FCC cluster expansion
centered in the compositional region where L12 Co3 (Al,W) is experimentally observed.
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These configurations allowed for the inclusion of Co antisite defects on the B sublattice.
Unlike the calculations performed by Saal and Wolverton [63], it was not observed that
these antisite defects have a stabilizing effect as these configurations are further away
from the three-phase ground state convex hull. This may be due to differences in calculation technique, as smaller supercells were used in this work and the stability energy
was measured relative to the three-phase ground state rather than as an absolute value.
They were nonetheless included in the final FCC cluster expansion.

Al

Co

W

Figure 3.13: The DFT and cluster expansion (CLEX) predicted formation energies
of the FCC configurations along the 75 at% pseudobinary.

As the BCC cluster expansion is similarly coarse in composition space, an additional
169 configurations near the B2 CoAl composition were added before the final fit. These
configurations were rich in Co relative to B2 CoAl, as seen in Figure 3.14, comprising
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orderings with Co antisite defects on the Al sublattice. While these configurations do
not reside on the convex hull, they were included in order to capture effects of solid
solubility in the B2 phase. It has been shown that these antisite defects are responsible
for Ni solubility in the Ni-Al system and it is expected that the Co-Al system exhibits
analogous behavior [66, 28].

Al

Co

W

Figure 3.14: DFT formation energies used to fit the three cluster expansions for all
three parent crystal structures along the Co-Al binary. The large number of red BCC
configurations near the B2 CoAl composition represent orderings in which Co antisite
defects are present.
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Monte Carlo and Gibbs Free Energies

As with the pseudobinary cluster expansion, Monte Carlo simulations can be used to
investigate thermodynamics at finite temperature, although this is now complicated by
the need for multiple chemical potential terms. In this analysis, the Grand Canonical
ensemble continues to be used, holding constant chemical potential, volume, and temperature while allowing their conjugate terms to vary. Very large 8 x 8 x 8 supercells
were used for the FCC cluster expansion Monte Carlo simulations and were allowed to
completely equilibrate given their input parameters. From the results of these Monte
Carlo simulations, a series of integrations can be performed to find Gibbs free energy
surfaces of the parent crystal structures as a function of temperature. The derivation
for this Gibbs free energy follows. It is first convenient to use the thermodynamic beta
rather than temperature:

β=

1
kB T

(3.6)

Where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. A characteristic potential can then be defined as:

φ = U − TS −

X

µN NN

(3.7)

N

In this equation, U is the internal energy, S is the entropy, µN is the chemical potential
of a given species, and NN is the number of atoms of a given species. This equation can
be multiplied by β and integrated with respect to β for a given Monte Carlo heating or
cooling run:
Z

β2

Z

β2

(Ū − xAl µ̃Al − xW µ̃W )dβ

d(φβ) =
β1

β1
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The Ū term is a normalized internal energy, the xN terms are compositions, and the
µ̃N terms are equivalent to µN − µCo . The entire integrand on the right side can be
termed the potential energy, which is given as output in the CASM code. This allows
for us to determine the characteristic potential, φ, as a function of temperature:
R β2
φ(T2 ) =

β1

< potential energy > dβ + φ(T1 )β1
β2

(3.9)

The φ(T1 )β1 term is a reference characteristic potential and is taken as the 0 K
formation energy for heating runs or a reference state that corresponds to a completely
disordered lattice for cooling runs. From here, it is straightforward to obtain an expression
for the Gibbs free energy, G, as a function of temperature:

G(T2 ) = φ(T2 ) +

X

µN NN

(3.10)

N

Having performed the necessary integration, Gibbs free energy surfaces can be generated for each of the three parent crystal structures. The high temperature (3400 K)
Gibbs free energy surface for the FCC Monte Carlo results is shown in Figure 3.15. While
experimentally this temperature would result in a complete liquid, it is nonetheless useful to start Monte Carlo cooling runs at this artificially high temperature as it results in
complete disorder on the FCC lattice. Gaps in the FCC free energy surface at 3400 K
are due to tiling errors in the Monte Carlo runs, as the actual surface at this temperature
is continuous. This analysis again focuses on the Co-rich region and so the Al-rich and
W-rich portions of composition space are neglected, though the surface is concave up as
is expected.
As the simulations cool from this disordered elevated temperature, the Gibbs free
energy surface loses its continuity as it discretizes into different ordered domains. The
structures that appear are ordered variants on the parent crystal structure in question.
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Energy (eV/atom)
Figure 3.15: Gibbs free energy surface of the FCC crystal structure at 3400 K.

In this analysis, the stability of the L12 precipitate phase is of most concern at elevated
temperature. As the structures cool, it is found that an ordered L12 phase does indeed
appear, as is shown at 1200 K in Figure 3.16. This Co3 W L12 ordering has some solubility
on the B sublattice, closely following the 75 at% pseudobinary line away from the Co-W
binary axis.
Before phase diagrams are constructed, the other two parent crystal structure cluster
expansions and their resulting Gibbs free energy surfaces must also be considered. At
elevated temperature, both the BCC and HCP Gibbs free energy surfaces are continuous,
corresponding to a lattice that is completely disordered. This is similar to the FCC Gibbs
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(b)

Figure 3.16: Gibbs free energy surfaces of the FCC crystal structure at 1200 K
showing different ordered domains. Regularly arrayed W-rich points correspond to a
disordered solid solution.

free energy surface seen in Figure 3.15. The Gibbs free energy plots at 1200 K for both
the BCC and HCP structures are shown in Figure 3.17. In Figure 3.17(a) it is clear
that relatively little solid solubility is observed in the B2 phase, which is somewhat
surprising given what is observed experimentally. Nevertheless, the B2 structure is very
energetically stable even at elevated temperature, as the vertex B2 point is at a global
minimum for the entire Co-Al-W system. The Co3 W D019 structure is also apparent in
Figure 3.17(b) and is very thermodynamically competitive with the L12 structure. This
is intuitive as the structures only differ in their stacking sequence.

3.7

Phonon Effects

As with the pseudobinary analysis, it is important to consider the effects of vibrational
free energy on the Co-Al-W system and incorporate that into the total Gibbs free energy
expression. A plot of the free energy surface for FCC Co including vibrational effects is
shown in Figure 3.18. This plot incorporates both the effects of temperature and volume
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D019
B2

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.17: Gibbs free energy surfaces of the (a) BCC and (b) HCP crystal structures
at 1200 K showing different ordered domains.

Figure 3.18: Free energy of FCC Co as a function of temperature and unit cell volume
including the effects of vibrational free energy.

using the quasiharmonic approximation. The minimum free energy path as a function of
temperature represents the vibrational free energy term used in generating subsequent
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phase diagrams. As before, a planar interpolation was used for all FCC configurations
using elemental Co, L12 Co3 Al, and L12 Co3 Al was used.

3.8

1200 K Ternary Phase Diagram

In order to construct a phase diagram at a temperature of interest, it is a useful
exercise to layer each energetic term in order to determine the effect on the overall
phase fields. 1200 K was chosen as a temperature of interest as it is close to the 900
◦

C temperature that the bulk of past research on the thermodynamics of the Co-Al-W

system has been conducted. For each phase diagram, a convex hull construction is used
on the combined FCC, BCC, and HCP Gibbs free energy surfaces, analogous to the
common tangent construction used on Gibbs free energy curves in binary systems.
As a first step, the 1200 K Co-Al-W phase diagram can be considered without the
effects of vibrational free energy. This applies a convex hull to the FCC Gibbs free energy
surface shown in Figure 3.15 along with the BCC and HCP Gibbs free energy surfaces
at 1200 K. This phase diagram is shown in Figure 3.19. The Co-rich portion of this
diagram is considered most closely as it is where the experimental γ-γ’ phase field is
located. However, consistent with the pseudobinary results, an L12 phase field is not
observed in this phase diagram without vibrational effects. Instead, for the region of
interest there exists a three-phase field of elemental FCC Co, D019 Co3 W, and B2 CoAl.
Somewhat surprisingly, relatively little solubility in the FCC Co and B2 CoAl phase fields
is observed. From experiment, it is expected that the elemental Co phase field extend
approximately 10 at% along the Co-Al binary axis and approximately 5 at% along the
Co-W binary axis. As is apparent in Figure 3.19, only Al solid solubility in the FCC Co
phase field is observed, and not to the degree observed experimentally. B2 CoAl observes
similar limited solid solubility, although over 100 configurations containing Co antisite
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defects were included in the underlying cluster expansion. This may be attributed to
the very strong bonding that occurs in CoAl, effectively serving as a sharp vertex in
the convex hull. It may also be due to the granularity of compositional space in these
models, as increasing the resolution of the chemical potential space may better resolve
solid solubility effects. In this phase diagram, D019 is essentially a line compound, which
agrees with experiment.

Figure 3.19: Phase diagram of the Co-Al-W system at 1200 K without the effects of
vibrational free energy.

The next step in our layered analysis is to add in the effects of phonons on the overall
Co-Al-W system. As before, a linear interpolation is used for the vibrational free energy
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term on points that were not explicitly calculated. A phase diagram incorporating the
effects of vibrational free energy on the system is shown in Figure 3.20. In this figure,
the points comprising the Gibbs free energy surfaces have been overlaid as red circles
onto the phase diagram delineated by the thin black lines. As is apparent in Figure 3.20,
there are a number of L12 configurations extending away from the Co-W binary axis.
However, these configurations do not pierce through the convex hull at 1200 K. While this
would seem to contradict our earlier pseudobinary analysis, it should be noted that these
configurations actually traverse a compositional path that is slightly poor in Co relative
to the 75 at% pseudobinary line. The results are therefore not directly comparable and
the pseudobinary line points need to be included in this analysis in order to draw full
conclusions regarding the stability of the L12 phase.
To this end, points from our earlier pseudobinary analysis have been added to the
full ternary cluster expansion. The resulting phase diagram is shown in Figure 3.21. In
including these points, a very small γ’ L12 phase field exists at Co3 (Al0.2 ,W0.8 ) with a
stability energy on the order of 10 meV/atom. This is consistent with what was observed
in the pseudobinary analysis. It should be noted that the problems with solid solubility
persist with the inclusion of vibrations. It is possible that the linear interpolation is too
coarse to accurately capture the behavior at the interpolated points.

3.9

Summary

In this chapter, the cluster expansion formalism has been used to evaluate the thermodynamics of the Co-Al-W ternary system. Starting from 0 K formation energy calculations using DFT, the gap to high temperature thermodynamic properties has been
bridged using Monte Carlo simulations and statistical mechanics. Our analysis began
with evaluating the stability of the L12 precipitate phase along the 75 at% Co pseu72
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Figure 3.20: Phase diagram of the Co-Al-W system at 1200 K including the effects
of vibrational free energy. Red circles indicate points on the free energy surfaces for
the FCC, BCC, and HCP crystal structures.

dobinary line, where it was shown that vibrational free energy considerations have the
strongest stabilizing effect on this compound. The L12 phase was found to be stable relative to a three-phase mixture of elemental Co, B2 CoAl, and D019 Co3 W at 600 ◦ C. This
initial work was extended to a full ternary analysis in order to incorporate the effects of
solid solubility where it was found that a narrow L12 phase field exists at 1200 K.
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AlAl

L12
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Co

Co

Figure 3.21: Phase diagram of the Co-Al-W system at 1200 K including the effects
of vibrational free energy with past pseudobinary points. Red circles indicate points
on the free energy surfaces for the FCC, BCC, and HCP crystal structures, as well as
B sublattice W-rich pseudobinary points.
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Experimental Alloying
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, first-principles DFT methods are combined with an experimental
approach to characterize the creep behavior of quinary Co-base L12 -containing superalloys at elevated temperature conditions. Temperature-dependent SISF energies have
been modeled, combining 0 K formation energies with vibrational free energy calculations to assess deformation mechanisms at finite temperature. Two different Co-Al-W
alloys, containing the maximum possible amount of DFT-identified d-block alloying additions, were identified and cast as single crystals via the Bridgman process. Creep tests
have been performed at two primary testing conditions, one at 900 ◦ C and the other
at 982 ◦ C. Transmission scanning electron microscopy (TSEM) was performed at 30 kV
in a scanning electron microscope to rapidly characterize the defect substructures. The
role of composition and temperature-dependent fault energies in the deformation process
is addressed. Results in this chapter have substantially appeared in Rhein, Callahan,
Murray, et al. [73].
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Motivation

The 0 K normalized energies for both Co3 X SISFs and APBs are shown in Table 4.1.
The ∆ESISF and ∆EAP B are taken as the difference between the sheared and unsheared
supercell structure. At 0 K, the energy for formation of APB defects is universally higher
than for the formation of SISFs, indicating that at lower temperature we expect it to be
relatively easier to shear the lattice into a locally hcp stacking sequence than to create an
APB. This is intuitive, as large d-block alloying additions do not preferentially occupy
nearest-neighbor lattice sites as they are required to in an APB defect.
The temperature-dependent normalized SISF energies calculated via DFT are shown
in Figure 4.1. Normalized energies are used so the relative effect of each d-block alloying
addition can be assessed. In the case of Co3 Nb and Co3 Ta, the normalized SISF energy
increases with increasing temperature. Having significant quantities of Nb and Ta within
the γ’ precipitates will therefore make SISF formation more difficult with increasing
temperature, suggesting that precipitates will become more difficult to shear and/or other
deformation mechanisms such as APB formation may become relatively more favorable
at higher operating temperatures. While the relative SISF energy of Co3 Ti decreases
slightly with increasing temperature, it is still the most positive of the three alloying
additions across the temperature range of interest, suggesting that its presence will make
deformation via SISF formation more difficult as well. Physically, this suggests that in the
case of Co3Ti, Co3 Nb and Co3 Ta that phonons will serve to stabilize the L12 structure.
The SISF energies of the other structures considered, including Co3 Cr, Co3 Mo, and Co3 V
were found to be universally negative and therefore these elements were not considered
in the experimental portion of this work.
Quinary alloys containing significant amounts of Nb, Ta, and Ti are expected to
have improved γ’ thermomechanical stability as they will be more resistant to shear.
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Vibrational effects serve to make it relatively more difficult for the Co3 Ta and Co3 Nb
structures to shear from L12 to a local D019 structure. This information, combined with
past studies, motivates the inclusion of Ta, Ti, and Nb in our experimental quinary alloys
[74, 32].
Table 4.1: 0 K Normalized Formation Energies

Compound
Co3 Ta
Co3 Ti
Co3 Nb

∆ESISF /EL12
0.001
0.004
-0.001

∆EAP B /EL12
0.035
0.021
0.003

Figure 4.1: Normalized SISF energy calculated via DFT as a function of temperature
for Co3 X structures, where X = Ta, Nb, Ti
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Microstructures and Creep Behavior

After single crystal casting with a withdrawal rate of 200 mm/hr, a dendritic microstructure was observed in both the TaNb and TiNb compositions. The TaNb bars
had an average deviation of 12◦ and the TiNb bars had an average deviation of 13◦ from
<001>. The primary dendrite arm spacing was determine to be 230 and 360 µm for
the TaNb and TiNb samples, respectively. EPMA revealed that, consistent with past
observations of Co-base superalloys, there was very little elemental segregation during
solidification [13]. EPMA line scans along the dendritic arm as seen in Figure 4.2 show
relatively flat profiles, with a maximum standard deviation of 0.45 at% for any species
within the TiNb specimen and 0.39 at% for the TaNb specimen. Upon heat treatment,
small amounts of retained interdendritic phases were found in the TaNb sample while a
two phase γ − γ’ microstructure was observed in the TiNb alloy. The γ’ area fractions
in the TaNb and TiNb specimens were measured via backscattered electron microscopy
as 68% and 83%, respectively. These measurements were obtained by applying the Yen
threshold along with a despeckle filter in ImageJ on several micrographs containing over
1000 γ’ precipitates [75, 76, 77]. Representative micrographs obtained via backscattered
electron microscopy for the two specimens after heat treatment are shown in Figure
4.3. The average γ’ cube edge lengths were measure as 124 and 235 nm for TaNb and
TiNb, respectively. Differential thermal analysis measurements indicated that both alloy
compositions had γ’ solvus temperatures on the order of 1100 ◦ C.
The creep curves of all conducted tests are shown in Figure 4.4. At 900 ◦ C and 275
MPa, the observed minimum strain rate in both samples after the initial transient period
was approximately 1 × 109 s−1 . At 982 ◦ C and 248 MPa, the observed minimum strain
rate after the initial transient period was on the order of 1 × 107 s−1 in both samples.
The creep performance of the two compositions relative to established alloys is shown as
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a) TaNb

b) TiNb

Figure 4.2: EPMA scans of the as-cast alloy solute compositions as a function of
distance from dendritic core.

a Larson-Miller plot in Figure 4.5 [78, 79, 80, 81]. The overall creep performance until
failure is comparable to first-generation Ni-base superalloys such as CMSX-2, consistent
with previously measured Co-base superalloy creep performance [21].

4.4

Post-crept microscopy

TSEM micrographs of the post-crept TaNb microstructures are shown in Figure 4.6.
At both sets of testing conditions, rafting was observed parallel to the loading direction,
indicating a positive γ-γ’ misfit consistent with past observations in Co-base superalloys
[21, 82]. Notably, the dominant deformation mechanism responsible for precipitate shearing appears to be different between the two testing conditions. At the lower temperature
and higher stress 900 ◦ C and 275 MPa condition, precipitate shearing appears to be
dominated by the formation of SISFs. In Figure 4.6(a), (c), and (e) there are a number
of SISFs visible. As the amount of creep strain increases, the density of observed SISFs
tends to increase, as demonstrated by Figures 4.6(a) and (c). Stacking faults are not
observed at the higher temperature and lower stress 982 ◦ C/248 MPa testing condition,
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a) TaNb

b) TiNb

Figure 4.3: Backscattered electron micrographs of the heat treated alloys

a) First 30 hours

b) All Tests

Figure 4.4: Creep curves for the TaNb and TiNb compositions during a) the first 30
hours of testing and b) for all testing conditions.

as seen in Figure 4.6(b), (d), and (f) where the dominant creep deformation mechanism
appears to be mediated by an APB-forming mechanism.
Micrographs of the post-crept TiNb microstructures are shown in Figure 4.7. A
similar transition in the dominant deformation mechanism responsible for precipitate
shearing was observed between the two testing conditions. Stacking faults are observed
in the lower temperature and higher stress 900 ◦ C/275 MPa testing condition, as seen in
Figure 4.7(a), (c), and (e). At the higher temperature and lower stress 982 ◦ C/248 MPa
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Figure 4.5: The Larson Miller Parameter for TaNb and TiNb compared to 1st-, 2nd-,
and 3rd-generation Ni-base superalloys

testing condition, the SISFs are completely absent and the shearing of the precipitates
only occurs by APB-mediated mechanisms. At the lower temperature, some faults exist
as isolated loops within the γ’ precipitates and are bounded by APBs (Figure 4.7(e)).
Interestingly, Figure 4.7(b) shows stacking faults present post-rupture at the 950 ◦ C/248
MPa testing condition, yet stacking faults were not observed in near-rupture specimens
in the 982 ◦ C/248 MPa testing condition in Figures 4.7(d) and (f). This seems to indicate
that a cross-over in the dominant deformation mechanism occurs between 950 ◦ C and
982 ◦ C at this applied stress level.
Previous studies have shown that there is a compositional dependence on the dominant creep deformation mechanism in CoNi-base superalloys that transitions from SISF
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shearing to APB-mediated shearing with increasing Ni content [83, 84]. The micrographs
in Figure 4.6 suggest that in Co-base superalloys there is an additional thermomechanical
dependence on the dominant deformation mechanism. With increasing temperature from
900 ◦ C to 982 ◦ C, it is apparent that APBs become more energetically favorable than
SISFs.
In our past stuides of CoNi-base alloys, at the 900 ◦ C/275 MPa testing condition
we have examined the formation mechanisms individual SISFs bounded on both sides
by APBs within the γ’ precipitates [85]. Unlike the SISF formation observed in Ni-base
a
superalloys, the h112i partial dislocation is not permanently pinned at the γ-γ’ interface
6
and instead shears through the precipitate phase as a trailing partial dislocation to the
a
leading h112i partial:
3
a
a
a
a
a
h011i + h101i → h112i → h112i + SISF + h112i + AP B
2
2
2
3
6

(4.1)

a
h112i partial shears across the γ’ precipitate
3
and leaves an SISF in its wake. Once the trailing partial enters the γ’ precipitate, it
In this reaction, the resulting leading

begins to transform the SISF into an APB. If the trailing partial is effectively pinned at
the γ-γ’ interface, no APB formation is expected. The leading partial shears through
the entire precipitate, while the trailing partial begins to form a SISF loop embedded
in the APB. While this looping process is occurring, the trailing partial also migrates
toward the more energetically favorable {100} planes, reducing the energy of the overall
configuration. The trailing partial eventually closes by reaction with itself, leaving behind
a complete loop surrounded by an APB with an embedded SISF. The fault configuration
can extend over multiple precipitates, as has been shown in CoNi compositions [85].
These embedded SISF loops are the result of a force balance between the force that
promotes expansion of the loop, FE , and the force that promotes contraction of the loop,
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FC , as seen in Figure 4.8. The expansion force, FE is the difference in energy between the
APB and SISF configurations while the contraction force, FC is the sum of the dislocation
line tension and the resolved shear stress. When the loop is stable, these forces are in
equilibrium:
FC = FE

(4.2)

Gb2 /R + τr b = γAP B − γSISF

(4.3)

In this expression, G is the shear modulus, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector
along the (111) APB slip plane, R is the critical radius of curvature of the SISF loop,
and τr is the resolved shear stress. γAP B and γSISF represent the energies of the APB
and SISF, respectively. If we consider the 900 ◦ C testing condition and take G=60 GPa,
τr =129 MPa, R=60 nm, and b=0.145 nm, we can obtain a finite temperature value for
the energy of the APB if the energy of the SISF is known [86]. Based on the above force
balance, we expect the APB energies to be approximately 40 mJ/m2 higher than the SISF
energies at 900 ◦ C in both of our compositions. As the formation energies of the Co3 X
APBs are approximately 270 mJ/m2 larger than the SISF formation energies at 0 K, this
represents a significant decrease in the relative energy of APBs at elevated temperature.
The ability to quantitatively assess the fault energy and temperature dependence of
these shearing mechanisms provides a new path for the design of alloys with improved
properties at high temperatures, where they are used in service.
In the alloys studied here there is appears to be a transition from the APB/SISF/APB
shearing mechanism to shearing mechanisms that reveal APBs or APB-coupled superdislocations post-deformation as the temperature increases from 900 ◦ C to 982 ◦ C and
beyond (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). At 0 K from DFT, we have found that the {111} APB energy exceeds that of SISF formation for Co3 Ta, Co3 Ti, and Co3 Nb. Several factors likely
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contribute to the presence of isolated APBs at the elevated temperature condition. As
temperature increases, SISF formation becomes increasingly difficult due to vibrational
effects, as shown in Figure 4.1. The stability of the APB/SISF/APB structure observed
at lower temperature is the result of a balance between the expansion and shrinkage
forces on the dislocation loop surrounding the SISF. At high temperature, there is an
increase in the driving force that acts toward shrinking the SISF arising from the relative
decrease in APB energy.
There is increased diffusion at elevated temperature, which is a possible explanation
for the presence of very few stacking faults at high temperature in these specimens.
The presence of only APB-coupled dislocations at the elevated temperature condition
may be the result of annihilation of previously-existing SISFs, or an indication that
pairs of undissociated a/2<110> dislocations enter at the γ-γ’ interface. We also expect
segregation plays a strong role in decreasing the relative energy of APB formation. Past
work has shown that heavy refractory elements, such as W and Ta, strongly partition
to the γ’ phase and SISFs [52, 87]. Because of this segregation, the local free energies
near the faults are affected, driving the SISF and APB energies closer together. We
expect our alloys, containing significant quantities of refractory additions, to exhibit
similar segregation behavior, further lowering the relative energy of APB formation [88].
Further detailed TEM studies as a function of strain and temperature above 950 ◦ C
would be useful for further elucidation of the operative mechanisms.
Finally, it is interesting to note that the TaNb alloy displayed slightly lower minimum
creep rates compared to the TiNb alloy for the two conditions investigated. The DFT
calculations (Figure 4.1) suggest that the fault energies of these two alloys should be
similar. The difference is also unlikely due to the volume fraction of precipitates, as the
TiNb alloy had a slightly higher fraction. The lower creep rates may be due to the slower
diffusion of Ta in the L12 phase, which would be expected due to size considerations;
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diffusion data for these new systems would be useful in further guiding compositional
design.

4.5

Summary

We have combined first-principles and an experimental approach to characterize the
mechanical behavior of higher-order Co-base superalloys. The limits of solubility of Ti,
Ta, and Nb in quinary Co-base L12 containing alloys have been examined experimentally
and creep properties at 900 and 982 ◦ C have been characterized. We have observed
differences in deformation mechanism during creep between the two temperatures as well
as with composition. At low temperature, deformation is dominated by the formation of
SISFs while at the high temperature condition shearing of precipitates is dominated by
the motion of APB-coupled dislocations through the precipitate. This has been shown to
be consistent with first-principles DFT calculations, which demonstrate that SISF energy
generally increases with increasing temperature.
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Figure 4.6: Bright field TSEM images of the TaNb microstructures after creep testing
at (a, c, e) 900 ◦ C and (b, d, f) 982 ◦ C. Micrographs were acquired in both the (a, b)
interrupted and (c-f) post-ruptured conditions.
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Figure 4.7: Bright field TSEM images of the TiNb microstructures after creep testing
at (a, c, e) 900 ◦ C, (b) 950 ◦ C, and (d,f) 982 ◦ C. Micrographs were acquired in both
the (a, e) interrupted and (b,c,d,f) post-ruptured conditions.
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APB

L12

SISF
FC

SISF

FE

APB
Figure 4.8: A schematic of the dislocation processes that produce the observed SISF
loops embedded by an APB along the (111) plane. Expansive and contractive forces
are indicated.

SISF

APB

Figure 4.9: A schematic of the edge-on sheared precipitate, showing a SISF bounded
by two APBs.
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L12 Faulting in Co- and CoNi-base
alloys
5.1

Motivation

The addition of Ni to Co-base superalloys has been shown to widen the γ’ phase field
[89]. As composition changes from Co-base to Ni-base and the stability of the γ’ phase
increases, the mode of γ’ shearing during creep changes significantly. In Ni-base superalloys, γ’ shearing at temperatures greater than 850 ◦ C is typically accommodated by
pairs of a/2<110> type dislocations, resulting in the formation of an antiphase boundary
(APB). In contrast, creep experiments performed on Co-base superalloys have shown that
deformation in the γ’ phase is accommodated by the formation of superlattice intrinsic
or extrinsic stacking faults (SISFs or SESFs) [84]. At intermediate CoNi- compositions,
a wide variety of deformation mechanisms are observed, including a/2<110>type APBs,
APB-SISF-APB ribbons, and isolated SISF islands surrounded by APBs [83, 85]. These
differences in deformation mechanism raise interesting questions for alloy design, as optimizing creep properties for a given composition is dependent on a variable deformation
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mechanism. A better understanding of the energetics of these complex deformation mechanisms, starting from first principles, is required in order to increase the high-temperature
strength of the γ’ phase and improve alloy creep performance. The results in this chapter
have been obtained in collaboration with the groups of Yunzhi Wang and Michael Mills
at Ohio State University.

5.2

Gamma Surfaces

A generalized gamma surface (GSF) is a useful tool in determining the energetics
of solid deformation. The GSF is defined as the excess of energy of the interface on a
single side of the interface as it is translated relative to the lattice on the other side of
the interface [90, 91]. Considering the (111) slip plane, the GSF is calculated by rigidly
translating the atomic coordinates of the (111) plane on one side of the interface and then
relaxing the positions of the atoms in the normal direction to slip plane to an energetic
minimum. The excess energy from equilibrium can be measured at several distinct rigid
translations to obtain an energy surface along the slip plane, including the energies of
SISF and APB configurations in the case of the L12 phase.
The GSF energy surface at 0 K was determined for pure L12 Co3 Al and Co3 W structures from first-principles using DFT. The VASP package was employed for all calculations and the PBE generalized gradient approximation was used along with the PAW
pseudopotential. In the calculation, 12 sequential (111) layers were generated for each
supercell. Structures initially relaxed and then subsequent calculations were performed
in which the topmost {111} plane was sheared along the <112> and <110> directions.
The resultant formation energy was taken relative to the unsheared structure and fit
using a polynomial to generate the GSF surface.
To simulate the GSF surface for mid-range compositions between Co3 Al and Co3 W,
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an average of the two surfaces was generated. This assumes ideal mixing on the L12 B
sublattice, which has been demonstrated using first-principles methods for the Co3 (Al,W)
system [64]. Because of the symmetry breaking when the topmost (111) plane is sheared,
it is not tractable to perform finite temperature vibrational calculations on these structures. In order to apply these calculations at finite temperature, the entire surface was
scaled such that the APB energy matches the values determined by experimental TEM
characterization. The average GSF at 0 K is shown in Figure 5.1. Fault energies from
experiment are shown in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.1: GSF energy surface for Co3 (Al0.5 ,W0.5 ) at 0 K. Characteristic 3-fold
rotational symmetry about the origin and mirror planes are indicated using black
dashed lines.

Table 5.1: Fault Energies at 900 ◦ C from experiment

EAP B (mJ/m2 )
ESISF (mJ/m2 )
EAP B / ESISF

Co-based superalloys

CoNi-based superalloys

160
130
1.23

100
80
1.25
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Faulting behavior and Phase Field Modeling

In order to be useful in subsequent phase field calculations, a treatment of dislocation
loops and their effect on the overall free energy of the system needs to be developed. For
dislocation-based phase field models, dislocation loops are typically characterized by a
set of non-conserved order parameters, ηp (r) [92, 93]. In this treatment, p represents the
slip systems in question and r is a spatial coordinate, For an FCC crystal with 3-fold
symmetry, displacement caused by dislocation glide can be expressed as:

b = η1 b1 + η2 b2 + η3 b3

(5.1)

In this expression for FCC crystals, b1 =a/2[101̄], b2 =a/2[1̄10], and b3 =a/2[01̄1] while
ηp corresponds to the magnitude of the inelastic displacement along the corresponding
Burgers vector. Time evolution of these order parameters, ηp , is governed by a timedependent Ginzburg-Landau equation:
δF
∂ηp
= −Lp
∂τ
δηp

(5.2)

In this expression, τ is a dimensionless time parameter, L is a mobility coefficient, and
F represents the total free energy of the system. This total free energy is comprised of
three components, a baseline crystalline energy Ecrystal , a gradient energy Egrad , and an
elastic energy Eelast :
F = E crystal + E grad + E elast

(5.3)

Using this method, precipitate and dislocation local interactions control the dominant
deformation mechanism without any additional assumptions. Dislocation dissociations
and reactions are determined by the GSF surface. The GSF surfaces used in the phase
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field simulations are shown in Figure 5.2 and are scaled with temperature using a Fourier
series.

Figure 5.2: GSF energy surfaces for Co- and CoNi-base L12 phase used in the phase
field simulations.

Two dislocation configurations, a single AB a/2<110> and a pair of AB+AC a/2<112>
dislocations, were considered. For reference, a Thompson Tetrahedron indicating possible dislocations along the (111) plane is shown in Figure 5.3. Two different kinds of
precipitate shapes were also considered, one spherical and the other cuboidal. On {111}
planes, the spherical precipitates have a circular shape while the cuboidal precipitates
have a triangular or hexagonal shape. A stress of 345 MPa was applied along the direction of the total Burgers vector in order to comport with past experiments [85]. The
precipitates considered are 170 nm in diameter for the spherical particle, 204 nm in edge
length for the triangular cross section, and 85 nm in edge length for the hexagonal cross
section of the cuboidal particle.
The interaction of a single AB a/2<110> dislocation is shown in Figure 5.4. In
the Co-base superalloy, the APB energy is relatively high in the L12 phase, causing the
dislocation to loop around the precipitate without shearing. In the CoNi-base superalloy,
the APB energy is considerably lower (Table 5.1). This results in the shear of the L12
phase, leaving behind an APB of the a/2<110> type.
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Figure 5.3: Reference Thompson Tetrahedron indicating possible dislocations and
partials along the (111) plane. Reproduced from [94].

Figure 5.5 shows the interaction of a pair of AB+AC type dislocations (total Burgers
vector a/2<112>) with a spherical L12 precipitate. In the case of the Co-base superalloy,
the leading AB type dislocation stops at the interface between the matrix and precipitate until the trailing AC type dislocation pushes the leading dislocation into the L12
precipitate (Frame 2). At this point, an a/2<110>type dislocation is formed (Frame 3).
Following this, the leading partial δC of the trailing AC type dislocation shears into the
γ’ precipitate while the trailing partial Aδ is pinned at the γ-γ’ interface. This results in
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Figure 5.4: a/2[1̄10] dislocation interacting with a spherical L12 precipitate in the
(a) Co-base and (b) CoNi-base compositions.

the formation of an SISF within the precipitate (Frame 4).
For the CoNi-base composition, the leading AB dislocation is also arrested at the γ-γ’
interface until the arrival of the trailing AC dislocation (Frame 1). The leading partial
then cuts into the γ’ precipitate, creating an APB of the a/2<110>type. Unlike the
Co-base case, the trailing partial is not pinned at the interface and also shears through
the precipitate. During this shearing event, an SISF exists between the two partials until
both of them exit the precipitate, leaving behind an APB of the a/2<112>type within
the precipitate in their wake. These deformation pathways are summarized in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.5: Interaction of a spherical L12 precipitate with a pair of AB+AC type
dislocations in the (a) Co-base and (b) CoNi-base compositions.
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Figure 5.6: Deformation pathways inferred from the spherical precipitate phase field
simulations.

In the spherical simulations, SISF formation is observed in the Co-base compositions
while SISF ribbon formation is observed for the CoNi-base alloys, which is consistent
with past experimental observations [83, 85]. Local curvature can also have an effect on
the dominant deformation mechanism, and so phase field simulations in which the same
set of AB-AC dislocations interact with a triangular and hexagonal cross-section were
conducted, corresponding to cuboidal precipitates in three dimensions. The interaction
of a single AB type dislocation with a triangular γ’ precipitate cross-section is shown in
Figure 5.7. Unlike the interaction with a spherical precipitate, the singular AB dislocation shears the precipitate resulting in the formation of an APB in both the Co- and
CoNi-base cases. The interaction of a pair of AB + AC dislocations with both the triangular and hexagonal γ’ precipitate cross-sections is shown in Figure 5.8. In all cases, an
SISF ribbon is observed as both superpartial dislocations shear through the precipitate
together, leaving behind an a/2<112>type APB. As there are key differences between
these interactions and the interactions with the spherical particle, local curvature plays
a role in determining the dominant deformation mechanism.
These simulations take in two independent variables, local curvature of the γ-γ’ interface and fault energies. However, these two parameters alone cannot explain the
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Figure 5.7: Interaction of an AB type dislocation with a cuboidal γ’ precipitate with a
triangular (111) cross section in a) Co-base superalloys and b) CoNi-base superalloys.

difference in deformation mechanism observed between the Co-base (SISF shearing) and
CoNi-base (SISF ribbon formation) cases. Past work has asserted that a lower SISF formation energy will result in increased SISF formation as it is energetically easier for this
fault to form [95]. This does not adequately explain the results in Figure 5.5, though.
In isolation, SISF formation energy may dominate, but APB formation energy may also
decrease with lower SISF formation energy. Although the SISF energy is lower in the
CoNi composition, the APB energy is also lower, making the formation of an APB more
favorable than in the Co-base case. It has also been hypothesized that the ratio of formation energy, EAP B /ESISF , may be the controlling variable of observed deformation
mechanism. This too does not adequately explain the behavior observed in Figure 5.5,
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Figure 5.8: Interaction of a pair of AB +AC type dislocations with a cuboidal γ’
precipitate along the 111. (a) Interaction with a Co-base triangular cross-section (b)
Interaction with a Co-base hexagonal cross-section (c) Interaction with a CoNi-base
triangular cross-section (d) Interaction with a CoNi-base hexagonal cross-section.

as the EAP B /ESISF ratio is relatively comparable in the two compositions. Other factors
may determine these observed differences in the phase field models.
Beyond the fault energy and local curvature, the details of the GSF energy landscape
significantly affect the dominant deformation pathway. To study this effect, the GSF
surface was scaled by a factor of k while all the fault energies were held constant. This
corrects for some of the uncertainties in the ab initio calculations, allowing a more accurate representation of the energy landscape at finite temperature. Simulation results
with two scaled energy surfaces (k=0.923 and k=1.08) for the AB+AC dislocation group
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are shown in Figure 5.9, along with the unscaled case for comparative purposes. For
the spherical particle, the γ’ deformation mechanism changes from complete looping,
to SISF shearing, to SISF ribbon formation as the scaling factor decreases. The local
energy maxima on the GSF surface along the minimum energy path (MEP) constitute
the dislocation line tension in the phase field model. A nearly linear relationship was
found between the scaling factor k and the dislocation line tension by performing a series
of phase field simulations with an AB dislocation loop of a given radius stabilized by
applied stress, APB energy, and dislocation line tension. By scaling the GSF surface of
the γ’ phase, the dislocation line tension in the γ’ phase is changed (the GSF of the γ
phase is meanwhile kept constant). Because of this linear scaling, the effective difference
in dislocation line tension between the two phases is increased with increasing k. This
line tension difference contributes to the total critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for
dislocations to cut into the γ’ phase. In these phase simulations, both the fault energy
difference and the dislocation line tension difference are larger in the Co-base composition
than in the CoNi-base composition. This suggests that the CRSS for the trailing partial
Aδ in the AC partial dislocation is larger in the Co-base case. This may in part explain
why SISFs are observed in Co-base superalloys while an SISF ribbon configuration is
observed for the CoNi case. Co-base compositions are also elastically stiffer, which may
also account for the observed SISFs.

5.4

Segregation Effects on Phase Field Model

Besides scaling the specific fault energies, it is also possible to scale the entire MEP
by adjusting the Fourier coefficients used in fitting the GSF surface. This becomes
useful in situations not easily handled by atomistic calculations, such as when there is
significant elemental segregation or with multicomponent alloys. Segregation has recently
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Figure 5.9: Interaction of an AB+AC dislocation group with a spherical γ’ precipitate
where (a) k = 0.923, (b) k = 1.00, and (c) k = 1.08. As k increases, the deformation
pathway changes from an SISF ribbon, to SISF shearing, to complete looping.

been observed in Ni- [96, 97], Co- [98, 52], and CoNi-base [56] superalloys. The driving
force for this segregation is a reduction in the overall SISF energy and has an impact on
the dominant deformation pathway. Energies for the CoNi-base SISF and APB energies
before and after segregation are shown in Table 5.2. Additional phase field simulations
were conducted in which the GSF was scaled to match the dislocation line tension of
the AB dislocation in the γ’ phase. The interaction of an AB+AC dislocation group
with a γ’ precipitate in this segregated energy case is shown in Figure 5.10. Compared
with prior phase field simulations, the width of the SISF region is larger. There is also
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an intermediate APB/SISF/APB configuration in which an SISF island is surrounded
by an APB region. This configuration has been observed in experiment in CoNi-base
superalloys [85]. These simulations suggest that segregation may play a role in facilitating
the formation of this fault configuration.
This APB/SISF/APB configuration is not stable, as any SISF island larger than the
equilibrium size determined by the balance of the APB energy, SISF energy, dislocation line tension, and applied stress will expand and any SISF island smaller than this
equilibrium size will shrink and annihilate. In the simulations in Figure 5.10, the SISF
island eventually disappears, leaving behind an a/2<112> type APB in the precipitate.
For this APB/SISF/APB configuration to be stable on the (111) plane, an additional
force term needs to be present. If a friction stress term is included in the phase field
simulations, it is possible to stabilize the APB/SISF/APB configuration. Figure 5.11
the results of such a phase field simulation in which a friction stress of 200 MPa is applied. This simulation assumes that an AB type dislocation has already sheared through
the γ’ precipitate and an AC type dislocation has looped around it. The loop of the
leading partial δC of AC then shrinks so APB area is partially replaced by SISF area.
Subsequently, the trailing partial Aδ cuts into the γ’ particle from the corners due to
the high local curvature. A stable SISF island embedded in an APB region results due
to the balance of the dislocation line tension, SISF energy, APB energy, applied stress,
and the friction stress. This friction stress could arise from lattice friction or a drag force
associated with dislocation-solute interactions.
Table 5.2: Fault Energies in the CoNi composition before and after segregation

EAP B (mJ/m2 )
ESISF (mJ/m2 )
EAP B / ESISF

Co-based superalloys

CoNi-based superalloys

100
80
1.25

60
20
3
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Figure 5.10: Interaction of an AB+AC dislocation group with a <111> cross section
of a cuboidal γ’ precipitate using the segregated energies in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.11: Stabilization of the APB/SISF/APB configuration in the CoNi-base
superalloy with a friction stress term.

5.5

Segregation in Co3(Al,W) Superalloys: Experimental Observations and Thermodynamic Driving Forces

Solute segregation at defects, faults, and interfaces has a significant effect on materials properties. Although this phenomenon has been well characterized in a number of
metallic alloy systems that exhibit faulting behavior, it has not been until recently that it
has been incorporated in material design. A full thermodynamic framework is available
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to analyze the driving forces behind solute segregation to faults [56, 53, 54, 55, 23]. As
these faults can be only a few atomic layers in thickness, it is experimentally difficult to
determine the changes in local composition. In the following section, two independent
experimental methods for determining segregation will be presented along with a new
underlying thermodynamic framework from first-principles. Until recently, such a thermodynamic assessment has not been possible and the results presented here represent
the first time such calculations have been performed.
A thorough understanding of the driving forces behind solute segregation at defects
is complicated by a number of factors, including difficulties in experimentally measuring segregation, a lack of accurate thermodynamic properties, and few model materials
systems that are easily examined both experimentally and via simulation. The Co-AlW system is particularly well-suited for quantitative analysis of segregation at stacking
faults. When small amounts of Ta are incorporated into the baseline ternary, a third
Co3 W D019 phase forms during high temperature annealing in addition to the γ and γ’
phases. This phase is ordered and hexagonally close-packed. When subjected to hightemperature creep, SISFs readily form in the γ’ phase. Locally, these SISFs share the
same crystal structure as the equilibrium D019 phase, allowing for direct comparison in
composition of the nanoscale SISFs and the bulk Co3 W phase. Because the work presented here deals with single crystals, the nanoscale SISFs and the equilibrium D019 phase
exist in the same thermodynamic reservoir and experience the same chemical potential
and local stress states. In addition to this, the γ’ L12 phase, the D019 phase, and the
SISF compositions are all about 75 at% Co which allows for treatment of all these coexisting phases as pseudobinary compounds. This makes first-principles thermodynamic
calculations considerably easier.
STEM analysis of the postcrept Co-2Ta specimen revealed SISFs on all four {111}
planes. The SISFs form as a result of glide of Shockley superpartial dislocations with
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b = a/3<112> [99]. The superpartial dislocations themselves form from the reaction of
two matrix dislocations of type b = a/2<101> and a/2<011>:
a
a
a
a
h101i + h011i → h112i + SISF + h112i
2
2
3
6

(5.4)

TEM samples were extracted from the bulk via focused ion beam and scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) so that the specimen normal was parallel to the [110] direction. An overview of the region of interest is shown in Figure 5.12.
High-resolution STEM high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging revealed a
D019 lath coherently embedded within a γ’ precipitate. This is shown in both Figure
5.12b) and Figure 5.13a). A SISF within the γ’ phase was located parallel to the lath,
as shown in Figure 5.13a). Fourier transforms of the STEM images revealed superlattice
reflections consistent with a D019 structure for both the Co3 W lath and the SISF.
Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scans were taken across the image in
Fig 5.13a) revealed an enrichment in W and Ta and a decrease in Co and Al in both the
lath and fault. This agreed with vertically integrated line scans of the HAADF image,
which also had an increase in image intensity for both the Co3 W lath and the SISF
relative to the γ’ phase. This is expected in the HAADF image if an area is enriched in
relatively heavier elements, as image intensity has been shown to scale as the average Z
to the 1.7-2 power [100].
Evidence of Al depletion at planar phases was clearly observed in the atom probe
tomography (APT) reconstructed Al atom map shown in Figure 5.13b). However, only
slight variations in Co, W, and Ta were readily apparent in the atom maps. The 1dimensional line profiles across the normal of the planar phases revealed segregation of
W and Ta to the planar phases and a depletion of Co and Al. The profile used a fix bin
width of 0.15 nm and the moving average of two consecutive bins was used in order to
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reduce scatter. This averaging did not change the total integrated excess W + Ta signal
across the fault by more than 1 at%. The observed segregation behavior between the two
phases observed from APT is in agreement with the high-resolution EDS results. The
maximum W + Ta composition found in the faulted region was determined to be 18.9
and 21 at% via the STEM EDS and APT analyses, respectively.
Determining compositions via TEM EDS analysis can be influenced by thermally
scattered electrons whose contributions are affected by a number of factors, including
atomic species present, sample thickness, and crystal orientation [101, 102]. Because
of these effects, the signal from each element is delocalized, as shown in Figure 5.13a).
However, even when additional calculations are performed in which beam delocalization
is accounted for, there is only a small change in total solute concentration from 18.9 to
19.5 at% within the SISF. Most current work has focused on delocalization effects within
oxide materials and so how much delocalization affects the EDS signal in metallic specimens is not as well understood. Similar issues exist with APT measurements, although
simulations have shown that these delocalization artifacts should not significantly degrade composition measurements [103]. The results here demonstrate a size dependence
on the equilibrium composition within the faults and nanophases.
Without the high-resolution STEM information on the local structure, the type of
defects in the APT speciment could not be determined. The thicker middle planar phase
in the APT reconstruction exhibited similar segregation behavior to the Co3 W lath from
the STEM EDS analysis but was of considerably smaller thickness. Because of this
difference in thickness, it is unclear whether this phase is a thin Co3 W or instead a
superlattice extrinsic stacking fault that is five atomic layers of the D024 structure. This
D024 structure has been shown to exhibit similar segregation characteristics to SISFs
[104]. The differences in composition between the SISF and Co3 W-like phase in the
APT results reveals that, despite exhibiting an identical parent crystal structure, the
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equilibrium concentration of W+Ta solute at the SISFs is significantly less than the
concentration in the equilibrated Co3 W-type phase. These differences in composition
cannot be due to differences in the chemical reservoir as both exist in the identical stress
state and possess the same thermodynamic boundary conditions. The close agreement
between the STEM and APT profiles further suggests that these results are not strongly
influenced by technique artifacts. Therefore first principles modeling was pursued in
order to examine the physical origins of the tendency for segregation and the driving
forces for the transformation from L12 to D019 .

Figure 5.12: a) SEM image of the precipitate and matrix microstructure with Co3 W
laths. b) STEM image of the deformed microstructure with a Co3 W lath crossing a
γ’ precipitate. c) Schematic of the shearing sequence that results in the formation of
an SISF in a γ’ precipitate. The γ’ precipitates first shear and then segregation can
occur which draws the composition of the precipitate closer to that of the D019 lath.

5.6

Modeling of Segregation in Co3(Al,W) Superalloys

Multiphase equilibrium in materials is determined by the equality of chemical potentials of the mobile species. This equilibrium criterion is equivalent to the common tangent
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Figure 5.13: a) High-resolution HAADF image from the black box region in Figure
5.12b). An SISF is located adjacent to a Co3 W D019 lath. Vertically integrated EDS
line scans across this region reveal differences in composition. b) APT reconstructions
where a SISF intersects the APT tip on a {111} plane.

construction in which a hyperplane is simultaneously tangent to the free energies of all
equilibrium phases to determine atomic fraction. Unlike bulk equilibrium, the segregation at stacking faults is determined by the Suzuki criterion, which requires an equality of
chemical potential differences. This criterion arises from the constraint that segregation
occurs at the expense of the atoms within the fault while the thickness is fixed. As the
Co concentration within the γ’ phase and Co3 W phases are very close to 75 at %, we can
effectively model the equilibrium criteria along the Co3 Al-Co3 W composition axis. This
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allows the Suzuki segregation criterion to reduce to:
0

(

∂g χ (cχW )
∂g γ (cχW )
)|
=
(
)|cχ ,N
cγ 0 ,N
∂cχW
∂cχW

(5.5)

In this expression, gi represents the free energy of a given phase, either γ’ or χ
(SISF/Co3 W). Here ciW is the W concentration in the relevant phase and ci is the equilibrium concentration of the γ’ or χ phase. Because both the SISF and Co3 W exhibit a
D019 crystal structure, we have used the bulk free energies to predict segregation at the
stacking fault. The derivatives are taken while Co concentration is kept constant. In this
fashion, for a known composition of γ’, the slope of the Gibbs free energy curve can be
determined and matched to the equivalent slope on the χ-Co3 W/SISF free energy curve
located at the SISF equilibrium composition.
To calculate the bulk free energies of the two phases at finite temperature along the
pseudobinary, a first-principles approach was used in which a cluster expansion was parameterized by 0 K DFT energies. The training set for this cluster expansion consisted
of several DFT calculations performed using VASP [37, 105, 38, 67, 39]. This cluster expansion was subjected to grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations in order to calculate
the effects of configurational entropy on the system. Vibrational free energy terms were
incorporated into the overall free energy expression using the quasiharmonic approximation. The cluster expansion, Monte Carlo simulations, and vibrational calculations were
all performed using the CASM code [106, 46, 45, 47].
The calculated free energies for the L12 and D019 phases are shown in Figure 5.14. The
L12 phase exhibits a complete solid solution of W and Al across the entire composition
range on the minority B sublattice while D019 is found to phase-separate. At low W
compositions, although the L12 free energy is lower than that of the D019 phase it is
still not globally stable. At high W concentration, Figure 5.14 shows that a two-phase
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region exists between the L12 and D019 phases, determined by the common tangent
construction. It is also apparent that this common tangent construction suggests there
is very little solid solubility in the Co3 W phase and that, while in equilibrium with the
L12 phase, the Co3 W phase is very nearly stoichiometric and can be approximated as
a line compound. This approximation is consistent with the experimentally-observed
composition of the 35-atomic-layer thick D019 laths coherently embedded within the L12
precipitates, suggesting that bulk thermodynamics are still operative when the thickness
of the specimen is only 35 atomic layers thick.
Application of the Suzuki criterion in which the slopes of the free energy are set
equal yields a somewhat different compositional result. This is shown in Figure 5.14b),
in which a tangent to the D019 free energy is found with an equivalent slope to the
L12 free energy curve at its experimental bulk concentration of Co0.75 Al0.11 W0.14 . Using
this Suzuki criterion and the bulk D019 free energy, the predicted W concentration in
the SISF is found to be 24 at %. This is considerably higher than what was observed
experimentally, suggesting a breakdown in bulk thermodynamics for phases that are only
a few atomic layers thick.
In order to account for the broken symmetries due to the nanoscale thickness of
the SISF, an explicit statistical mechanics study of a periodic 32-atom L12 supercell
containing a SISF was conducted, as shown in Figure 5.15a). An additional cluster
expansion Hamiltonian was parameterized from first principles on the B sublattice sites
and was subjected to similar grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations as before in order
to predict the equilibrium concentrations of the SISF embedded within the L12 phase.
Figure 5.15b) shows the calculated sublattice site composition of the SISF as a function of the average L12 composition at 900 ◦ C. The dashed line indicates that an average
L12 composition of Co0.75 Al0.11 W0.14 will result in an SISF composition that is predicted
to be 21 at% W. This value, while smaller that what is predicted from the bulk D019 free
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energy, is in agreement with the experimentally measured segregation along the SISF.
It is well known that thermodynamic properties can change significantly as a material
is scaled from bulk to nanometer dimensions. However, it has proven difficult to quantify
these changes experimentally because of the lack of control of particle shape and size
as well as the thermodynamic boundary conditions. The unique nature of the coherent
multiphase equilibrium in the Co-Al-W ternary system allows for the simultaneous existence of bulk D019 precipitates that arise from decomposition reactions and thin 4-atom
thick SISF plates of D019 that arise from plastic deformation of the specimen. These
two structures form in the vicinity of and parallel to one another, ensuring that they
both exist in the same thermodynamic reservoir and under similar mechanical boundary
conditions. Emerging imaging and spectroscopy approaches were combined with firstprinciples computations in order to assess the thermodynamic driving forces and changes
in segregation as a function of size. Both the experimental and computational results
show conclusively that the equilibrium composition of the bulk Co3 W phase is not equal
to the equilibrium composition of the SISFs and that the SISF equilibrium composition
is more accurately modeled using direct atomistic simulations than via the context of the
Suzuki equilibrium criterion.
The difference in equilibrium composition between the SISF and the thicker D019
plates is not surprising considering that the SISF is only 4 atomic layers thick. This finite
thickness means that second nearest neighbor interactions on the B sublattice between
the atoms in the SISF layer and in the bulk L12 matrix are possibly relevant. Indeed, in
the cluster expansion of the L12 + D019 supercells, 3 of the 11 non-singlet clusters are
between L12 and D019 portions of the supercell. These interactions are not possible in the
bulk phases and it is therefore possible to rationalize why there is a lower concentration
of W within the SISF by inspecting the bulk free energies of L12 and D019 . As atoms
within the SISF sample not only the hexagonally-close packed environment of the D019
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structure but also the cubic environment of the L12 phase via second nearest-neighbor
interactions, the W concentration in the SISF is a compromise between the high value of
bulk D019 and the lower L12 value.
Even small amounts of segregation of W and Ta can significantly lower the SISF
energy within the γ’ phase [104]. This reduction in SISF energy locally assists the
dislocation shearing process, as there is a direct linear relationship between SISF energy
and the critical shear stress for the γ’ phase [107]. Compression tests conducted at 900
◦

C at a strain rate of 10−4 s−1 revealed segregation at the SISFs, suggesting that the

process of segregation occurs quickly at these length scales and that diffusion is not the
rate-limiting step for plastic deformation. Instead, the SISF energy quickly decreases
and allows the leading dislocation to shear the γ’ phase under a lower applied stress.
This decrease in required shear stress is not necessarily detrimental to overall hightemperature creep strength because of the formation of very stable coherent boundaries,
which have been shown to provide strength in other materials systems [108]. Segregation
serves to increase the susceptibility of SISF formation and could serve to increase the
strength of alloys during high-temperature creep.

5.7

Summary

Using GSF surfaces generated from first-principles calculations, phase field models
have been used to determine deformation mechanisms in γ’ precipitates of Co- and CoNibase superalloys. Both single AB a/2<110> dislocations and pairs of AB+AC a/2<112>
dislocations were considered as they interacted with a γ’ particle. In the Co-base composition, the single AB type dislocation is found to loop the γ’ precipitate due to the
relatively high APB energy. The AB+AC dislocation configuration shears the γ’ precipitate by creating an SISF. In the CoNi-base composition, the AB dislocation shears the
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Figure 5.14: First-principles free energy curves of the L12 and D019 phases. a)
Gibbs free energies at 900 ◦ C in which the L12 phase is found to be stable between
0 and 20 at% W and the D019 phase is found to be stable from 20 to 25 at% W. b)
Gibbs free energies at 900 ◦ C in which the Suzuki criterion is satisfied. Equilibrium
concentrations are found to be Co-11Al-14W at% for the L12 and Co-1Al-24W at%
for the D019 phase.

precipitate and creates an APB due to the relatively low APB energy while the AB+AC
dislocation configuration creates an SISF ribbon with an APB of the a/2<112> type.
These results are consistent with TEM observations. Several factors, including stacking
fault energy, local curvature, and the minimum energy path maxima, influence the deformation pathways and resultant microstructures. Segregation in CoNi-base superalloys
may alter the GSF energy landscape in significant ways, yielding an APB/SISF/APB
configuration that is stabilized by friction forces.
High-resolution STEM HAADF imaging, EDS maps, and APT have shown solute
segregation in the vicinity of SISFs. This solute segregation was found to be consistent
with a change in composition from the host γ’ phase toward the thermodynamically
stable Co3 W bulk phase, although the equilibrium composition of the nanoscale SISFs
was not observed to be identical to the bulk phase. First-principles calculations, consisting of ground state formation energies, Monte Carlo simulations, and finite temperature
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Figure 5.15: Direct atomistic simulation of the equilibrium stacking fault composition. a) L12 supercell with embedded D019 layer b) (Inset) Average concentration
for each sublattice site (colored) as a function of the average L12 composition determined from the L12 layers in the 32-atom supercell. For W-rich compositions, the
average composition within the SISF is higher, as shown by the dashed gray line at
approximately 14 at% W.

phonon energies qualitatively predict a change in composition toward the bulk Co3 W
phase but do not reproduce the experimental observations quantitatively. An explicit
treatment of a coherently-embedded SISF within the L12 matrix instead results in better
conformity between model and experiment. These experiments, combined with the firstprinciples modeling, conclusively demonstrate the breakdown of bulk thermodynamics at
the nanoscale level despite the identical chemical and mechanical environment surrounding the nanoscale and bulk phases considered.
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Chapter 6
Oxidation in Co-base Superalloys
6.1

Introduction

In this chapter, oxidation behavior is investigated for three cast novel Co-base γ-γ’
alloys and a subset of alloys produced by combinatorial ion plasma deposition in order
to explore the effect of Ni:Co ratio and Al content. Oxidation was performed at 1100
◦

C for 1 h in flowing dry air and the resulting oxide scale was characterized via lumi-

nescence spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS). First-principles thermodynamic modeling of Co-Ni-W-Al-Cr-Ta-O
compositions was conducted in order to assess whether or not an α-Al2 O3 scale would
form. The results in this chapter are largely drawn from Stewart, Rhein, et al. [109].

6.2

Motivation

If Co-base superalloys are to be competitive with Ni-base superalloys, they must not
only exhibit comparable mechanical behavior but also must possess a certain level of
intrinsic oxidation resistance due to the challenging environments experienced in service.
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While modern superalloys typically include a thermal barrier coating that mitigates the
need for intrinsic oxidation resistance, in practical applications these coating layers can be
lost or damaged, exposing the underlying substrate to an aggressive environment within
the gas turbine [110]. Optimally, a substrate will readily form a continuous α-Al2 O3 scale
that acts as a thermodynamically stable oxygen diffusion barrier. Additionally, α-Al2 O3
scales are non-volatile in high temperature water vapor, unlike the chromia scales that
form in earlier generations of Co-base superalloys [111, 112]. In assessing the effects of
higher order alloying additions in the Co-Al-W system, there are often trade-offs between
γ’ stability and ease of α-Al2 O3 scale formation. For example, prior studies have shown
that the addition of B and Cr improve oxidation [113, 114] while depressing the γ’ solvus
temperature [113, 21]. Another study has also shown that photostimulated luminescence
spectroscopy is an effective rapid screening technique for the presence of α-Al2 O3 in these
alloys [115]. Other research has shown that the α-Al2 O3 layer obeys a parabolic growth
rate law and nucleates from the γ matrix channels [116].
Past research has shown that an external Al2 O3 scale can form in Co-base γ-γ’ alloys
[113, 114, 16, 117]. This scale is typically non-continuous and overlaid by 10-100 µm
of non-protective oxides. The growth of these oxides is often accompanied by changes
in composition of the underlying substrate, which can yield deleterious phases such as
Co3 W. Some amount of non-protective oxide is locally acceptable, although the oxidation rate should proceed slowly. Of the alloys reported in the literature, one of the most
oxidation resistant γ-γ’ Co-base alloys is Co-7Al-7W-10Cr (at.%), which forms approximately 1.3 µm of oxide scale after 196 h of cyclic oxidation at 800 ◦ C [113]. Co-base
alloys should also preferably form a continuous oxide layer in short times on the order
of an hour so as to minimize the growth of overlying oxides and excessive Al depletion
beneath the alumina scale.
First principles thermodynamic modeling can be used to investigate stable oxide
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phases. This has been combined with a combinatorial synthesis approach has been undertaken in order to broadly explore multidimensional compositional space in order to
assess α-Al2 O3 formation. The feasibility of developing Co-base superalloys with a desirable combination of oxidation and γ’ stability at 1100 ◦ C has been assessed.

6.3

Oxidation Alloy Composition

An initial set of three exploratory Co-base alloys were investigated (Table 6.1). These
alloys contain large amounts (>7 at%) of Cr for oxidation resistance. These alloys also
contain a large amount of Ni and Ta to expand the γ’ phase field and improve precipitate
stability. These alloys also contained trace amounts of C, B, Y and Mo and have solvus
temperatures in excess of 1000 ◦ C. Co-1 is a baseline alloy and Co-2 and Co-3 have only
small variations, mainly in the inclusion of trace amounts of Y and Y+Mo, respectively.
All of these alloys were vacuum induction melted and then solution heat treated at 1200
◦

C for 4 h and aged at 950 ◦ C for 50 h. Buttons from these ingots were machined prior

to oxidation.
A set of three combinatorial libraries were also fabricated via ion plasma deposition
(IPD) in order to systematically determine the effects of composition on oxidation behavior in Co-base γ-γ’ alloys. Each library consisted of a triangular array of 78 buttons
arranged beneath three cathode sources at the corners. The compositions of the five
cathodes used in Table 6.2. All of the cathode sources contained the baseline Co, Al, W
elements as well as Cr for oxidation resistance and Ta for improving γ’ stability. Cathodes 1 and 2 were used in all three combinatorial libraries so as to create compositions
with widely varying Ni:Co ratios. The work here concentrates on the library formed by
Cathodes 1, 2, and 5, which provides a varying concentration in Al in order to determine
the effects on α-Al2 O3 formation.
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In order to minimize interdiffusion with the deposited alloy, compositions were deposited on buttons with composition roughly corresponding to Cathode 1. Each button
was approximately 12.7 mm in diameter and 2.5 mm in height. The centers of these
buttons were separated by approximately 20 mm from their nearest neighbors and the
cathodes were centered above corners of the library. The composition of each button
varies systematically between the cathode sources depending on its position in the array.
These compositions were created in order to represent a range of potential structural
alloys and not bond coats for thermal barrier coatings.
Coating thickness on each button was targeted to be 150 µm, enough to mimic bulk
alloy behavior accurately. All combinatorial buttons were solution heat treated at 1200
◦

C, well above the highest estimated γ’ solvus temperature. Specimens were allowed to

age during the oxidation treatment. All samples were oxidized at 1100 ◦ C in flowing dry
air. Samples were inserted into the pre-heated hot zone of the tube furnace, held for a
prescribed time, and then withdrawn over the course of 2 minutes. Both the exploratory
and combinatorial buttons were oxidized for one hour.
Table 6.1: Compositions of Three Exploratory Co-base Alloys

Co (at%)

Ni (at%)

W (at%)

Al (at%)

Cr (at%)

Ta (at%)

43.61
42.84
42.37

27.41
30.08
32.00

5.60
5.44
5.56

8.82
8.64
8.55

12.37
8.97
7.60

1.88
3.68
2.55

Co-1
Co-2
Co-3

Table 6.2: Compositions of Cathodes used in Combinatorial Libraries

Substrate
Cathode 1
Cathode 2
Cathode 3
Cathode 4
Cathode 5

Co (at%)

Ni (at%)

W (at%)

Al (at%)

Cr (at%)

Ta (at%)

79.7
77.1
33.5
30.0
40.9
33.4

0.0
0.0
35.4
29.3
40.4
34.6

6.7
5.9
11.8
6.0
0.0
6.5

8.9
12.2
14.4
11.8
13.8
20.7

3.3
3.4
3.4
21.5
3.5
3.4

1.5
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.4
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Ternary Co-base Superalloy Oxidation

The baseline thermodynamic stability of binary and ternary intermetallics in the
Co-Al-W and Ni-Al-W systems were determined using density functional theory (DFT).
Calculations were performed using the plane-wave pseudopotential-based Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP) [36, 67]. The Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) general
gradient approximation was used for the exchange and correlational functional [67, 39,
37]. Oxide energies were also calculated in a similar manner and compared to the values
in the Materials Project database [118]. The original oxide formation energies, g, were
modified to obtain a new characteristic potential, φ dependent on chemical potential:

φ = g − µO NO

(6.1)

In this expression, µO is the oxygen chemical potential and NO is the number of
oxygen atoms in the chemical formula. As oxygen activity and chemical potential are
proportional to one another, chemical potential can be used as a stand-in for activity in
determining the sequence of thermodynamically-favorable oxides that will form on a given
substrate. This can be done by systematically varying the oxygen chemical potential and
then minimizing the characteristic potential, φ. This can be easily visualized for less
complex systems such as Co-Al-W but the same approach can be used in predicting
oxide sequence in higher-order systems such as the Co-Ni-W-Al-Cr-Ta investigated here
experimentally.
In the ternary Co-Al-W system, a minimum characteristic potential convex hull can
be generated, as seen in red in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Example chemical potential values
were chosen for clarity and correspond to the outermost oxide layers in this ternary
sytstem. In these figures, a representative γ-γ’ phase field is indicated by the black
circle. The stable phases compromising the characteristic potential convex hull at low
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Figure 6.1: Stable convex hull of characteristic potential φ at example chemical
potential of µO =-2.0 meV/atom. Two-phase γ-γ’ composition indicated by black
point. Stable oxides form the corners of this region.

oxygen chemical potential is indicated by the white convex hull. As can be seen in both
figures, at the labeled chemical potentials, only oxides compromise the stable phases
and there are no other intermetallic phases. Intuitively, oxide phases with more oxygen
in their chemical formula exist at higher oxygen chemical potential. The two values of
oxygen chemical potential selected in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 correspond to the values that
stably form the outermost predicted Co oxide layers in the Co-Al-W, CoO and Co3 O4 .
The sequence of most predicted stable oxides in the Co-Al-W system is shown in
Figure 6.3. Due to the relatively stable baseline formation energy of Al2 O3 , it is the
oxide expected to be in equilibrium with the substrate. The next most stable oxide is the
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Figure 6.2: Stable convex hull of characteristic potential φ at example chemical
potential of µO =-1.0 meV/atom. Two-phase γ-γ’ composition indicated by black
point. Stable oxides form the corners of this region.

Al2 CoO4 spinel, followed by a tungsten oxide phase and cobalt tungstate. Two cobalt
oxides, CoO and Co3 O4 are present in the outer stable layers and, beyond that, a small
amount of WO3 is stable in the outermost layer thermodynamically.
There are a number of caveats to this analysis. While these are the thermodynamicallyfavored layers expected to be in equilibrium with one another, this does not incorporate
finite temperature effects. As such, oxide phases presented in this analysis have no solid
solubility, which may have an impact on the layering sequence. More significantly, this
analysis does not incorporate the effects of kinetics, which plays an important role in the
developing oxide layers. W in particular is a slowly-diffusing species, which may kineti120
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cally suppress the formation of the outermost WO3 phase. Listing thermodynamicallyfavorable oxide layers also does not address the continuity or phase fraction of each layer.
As a uniform Al2 O3 layer is desirable, it is necessary to do experimental validation in
order to determine the morphology of this layer.

Figure 6.3: Sequence of most stable oxides predicted from a γ-γ’ substrate in the
Co-Al-W system. Boldface indicates phases that arise sequentially.

6.5

Exploratory Co-base Superalloy Oxidation

The oxide layer sequence of the three exploratory cast alloys in Table 6.1 are significantly more complicated due to the complex chemistry of the underlying substrate.
Luminesce spectroscopy conducted on these three exploratory alloys at multiple different
points indicated that, unlike many Ni-base superalloys, there is not a characteristic αAl2 O3 doublet except very weakly in the Co-3 sample. Multiple measurements were made
because the scale on the three alloys spalled to varying degrees, most likely upon cooling
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from the oxidation temperature. Backscattered electron images of the three exploratory
Co-base alloys after oxidation in dry air for 1 h at 1100 ◦ C are shown in Figure 6.4. A
René N5 sample was also oxidized under identical conditions for comparative purposes.
Of the samples analyzed in cross section, only the René N5 comparative sample formed a
continuous α-Al2 O3 layer after 1 h. The cast Co-base exploratory alloys exhibit discrete
alumina particles within the metal matrix, forming an internal oxidation zone, or IOZ.
As can be seen in Figure 6.4, the depth of this IOZ layer varies significantly between
the samples, with Co-1 having the thinnest layer at approximately 3 µm. Segmentation of the IOZ of Co-1 via ImageJ analysis revealed that the area fraction of alumina
was approximately 47%. In alloy Co-3, the IOZ consists of discrete alumina particles
both within the alloy towards the substrate interior and particles enveloped within an
inward-growing oxide later closer to the exterior of the sample. Spallation was frequently
observed in this layer, exposing the underlying surface and potentially giving rise to the
occasionally observed α-Al2 O3 doublet in spectroscopy.
Chemical analysis of the oxide phases via EDS reveals that the outermost layers in Co2 and Co-3 consist of Ni and Co and are likely a solid solution (Co,Ni)O as CoO and NiO
are completely miscible at the test temperature [119]. Under this outermost (Co,Ni)O
layer, Co-1 appears to contain a Co-Cr-Al-O layer accompanied by an underlying W/Tarich scale and IOZ consisting of discrete alumina particles within the metal matrix. The
layers beneath the (Co,Ni)O in the Co-2 appear to be W/Ta-rich oxides interspersed
with Co-Cr-Al-O, Cr2 O3 , and alumina particles within the matrix. The only notable
difference between the layers in Co-2 and Co-3 appears to be that the IOZ in the Co-3
sample has an upper portion with an inward-growing W/Ta-rich oxide, while the bottom
portion of IOZ is inside the metal.
In addition to this one-hour oxidation, small samples of Co-1 were further oxidized
at 3 min, 10 min, and 1 hour at 1100 ◦ C for comparative purposes. Representative mi122
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Figure 6.4: Backscattered electron images of René N5 and the three exploratory
Co-base superalloys after oxidation in dry air for 1 h at 1100 ◦ C. Layers are: (0) the
mounting epoxy; (1) Al2 O3 present as either a continuous scale or discrete particles;
(2) the alloy; (3) Co-Cr-Al-rich oxide; (4) W/Ta-rich oxides present as a continuous
external layer in Co-1 and as discrete particles in Co-2 and Co-3; (5) (Co,Ni)O; (6)
Cr2 O3

crographs of this oxidation are shown in Figure 6.5. In this oxidation series, discrete
alumina particles first nucleate individually within the metal matrix, and small amounts
of non-protective Co-base oxide layers already form after as little as 3 minutes of oxidation. These layers further develop over time, as the alumina particles coarsen while the
IOZ grows deeper into the alloy. A W/Ta-rich oxide later develops by 10 minutes of oxidation and, while these layers coarsen further, no additional oxide phases were observed
after one hour of oxidation.
A comparison can be made between what is observed experimentally in the 1 hour
oxidized Co-specimens and what is predicted from a first-principles approach. Assuming
no solid solubility and perfect equilibrium, the expected layering sequence of oxides in
the Co-1 exploratory composition based on thermodynamics alone is shown in Figure
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Figure 6.5: Backscattered electron images showing oxide scale evolution of the exploratory Co-1 composition between 3 minutes and 1 hour. EDS reveals the following
layers: (*) Ni plating; (0) the mounting epoxy; (1) Al2 O3 particles observed to nucleate within the substrate; (2) the alloy substrate; (3) non-protective Co-containing
oxide; (4) W/Ta-rich oxide scale

6.6. As was the case in the ternary system, an Al2 O3 layer is predicted to be stable and
in contact with the substrate, which is also observed experimentally after 1 hour. The
layer above the Al2 O3 is found via EDS to be rich in Ta, which is likely the AlTaO4 layer
predicted from first-principles. The non-protective Co-rich oxides present after 1 hour
also contain some trace amounts of Cr and may be either the spinel CoCr2 O4 oxide phase
or one of the multiple Co-rich phases shown in Figure 6.6.
It is apparent from Figures 6.5 and 6.6 that there are many more oxides predicted
via DFT for the exploratory Co-1 alloy than there are observed experimentally after 1
hour in air at 1100 ◦ C. There are a number of potential reasons for this discrepancy.
Perhaps of most concern is that 1 hour of oxidation time may not be adequate in order
to fully achieve thermodynamic equilibrium. This may explain why, unlike the other
exploratory alloys, no external CoO or Co3 O4 scale forms experimentally after 1 hour.
There is also significant volatilization of Cr2 O3 under these experimental conditions. As
Cr2 O3 is the nearest Cr-containing layer to the underlying substrate, if large amounts
of Cr2 O3 transform into gaseous CrO3 it may prevent all additional Cr-containing oxide
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Figure 6.6: Predicted oxide layers in thermodynamic equilibrium at 0 K in the Co-1,
Co-2, and Co-3 exploratory alloys.

layers from forming, significantly reducing the number of expected oxide layers.
In the Co-2 and Co-3 exploratory compositions, DFT predicts that the same layering
sequence of oxides will form on the substrate as in Co-1 (Figure 6.6). While they contain
less Cr in the substrate than the Co-1 composition, a number of Cr-containing oxide layers
are present experimentally in Co-2 and Co-3 that are not present in Co-1 (Figure 6.4). In
addition, there are external (Co,Ni)O and (Co,Ni)3 O4 scales that are not present in the
Co-1 exploratory alloy from EDS. There is therefore much closer agreement between firstprinciples and experiment. It is possible that these outermost (Co,Ni)O and (Co,Ni)3 O4
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oxide scales are quick to form in the Co-2 and Co-3 composition and prevent exposure
of Cr to the air. This in turn limits the volatilization of Cr to the environment and
allows a much more complex oxide scale to form, as seen in Figure 6.4. In particular,
the increased amount of Ta within the Co-2 and Co-3 compositions may be correlated to
the more complex set of Ta-containing oxides observed, including AlTaO4 and CoTa2 O6 .
Outside of the spinel phases, which may be kinetically suppressed, there is otherwise
excellent agreement between experiment and first-principles expectations of the Co-2
and Co-3 exploratory compositions.

6.6

Combinatorial Co-base Superalloy Oxidation

Following IPD synthesis, resulting buttons were about 115 µm in thickness after
deposition. These as-deposited coatings contained some porosity among a relatively
compositionally-heterogeneous splat-like microstructure. Approximately 100 µm of coating thickness remained after solution heat treatment and removal of material during
polishing of the button surfaces. The average grain size of the heat treated coatings was
approximately 7 µm. The compositions of the combinatorial buttons as measured via
EDS (Table 6.3) vary from those calculated from the cathode sources. However, the resulting combinatorial samples do explore an adequate compositional range for the desired
oxidation studies, as seen in Figure 6.7.
Luminescence spectroscopy of oxidized buttons along the boundaries of the combinatorial library reveals some samples both with and without the characteristic α-Al2 O3
doublet signal. This is shown in Figure 6.8, in which samples that exhibited the α-Al2 O3
doublet signal are green and those that do not are red. Of the tested buttons, there
appears to be a large compositional region where samples display the α-Al2 O3 doublet.
This region encompasses regions higher in Al as well as in Ni:Co ratio, originating at
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the boundary between Cathodes 2 and 5. Near compositions closer to Cathode 1, the
characteristic doublet is not present.
Table 6.3: Compositions of Select Unoxidized Combinatorial Buttons after Solution
Heat Treatment and Polishing

Button

Co (at%)

Ni (at%)

W (at%)

Al (at%)

Cr (at%)

Ta (at%)

3-1B
3-1D
3-1E
3-1F
3-1H
3-1J
3-1L
3-4C
3-4D
3-5A
3-12A

65.8
60.0
55.0
51.1
41.7
38.3
35.5
54.4
51.2
57.7
37.9

11.2
16.2
20.1
23.3
31.9
35.2
37.6
20.4
24.1
18.0
34.5

9.4
9.7
9.6
9.7
10.1
10.0
10.1
9.2
8.9
9.5
7.1

7.7
8.6
9.9
10.5
11.3
11.4
11.3
10.3
10.4
9.8
15.5

2.3
1.7
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.4
2.3
2.1
1.7
1.2
1.9

3.6
3.9
3.6
3.7
3.5
3.8
3.3
3.5
3.6
3.8
3.0

The transition between regions where α-Al2 O3 is detectable by luminescence and
where it is not found is approximately bounded by a line between buttons 3-1E and 3-1F,
3-4C and 3-4D, and 3-5A and 3-6A. Comparing the SEM EDS signals of these unoxidized
samples reveals that this transition occurs approximately along a line of constant 10.4
at.% Al concentration and Ni:Co ratio of 0.46, as seen in Figure 6.7. Oxidation of
the remaining buttons, combined with cross-sectioning and compositional analysis, is
required in order to accurately define the boundary between the α-Al2 O3 and non-forming
domains, as well as to assess the specific effects of Al and Ni:Co ratio on oxidation
behavior individually.
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Figure 6.7: Relative positions of combinatorial buttons in the library comprised of
Cathodes 1, 2, and 5. The figures are colored by concentrations of Al on the left
and Ni:Co ratio on the right for select buttons after solution heat treatment and
polishing (measured by EDS). Compositional gradients are visible, with Al content
increasing primarily vertically across the library and Ni:Co ratio increasing primarily
horizontally.

6.7

Combinatorial Co-base Superalloy Thermodynamic
Assessment

In order to provide insight into the thermodynamically favorable sequence of oxide
formation, first principles calculations were performed for select combinatorial buttons
in the senary Co-Ni-W-Al-Cr-Ta system, representing the approximate corners of the
combinatorial library in Figure 6.8 (3-1B, 3-1L, and 3-12A). Among all the possible oxide
compounds considered, Al2 O3 has the largest magnitude formation energy at 0 K at 3.44 eV/atom. As chemical potential of oxygen is increased, it is therefore intuitive that
Al2 O3 is the first oxide to come into thermodynamic equilibrium with the alloy substrate
for all compositions considered. This is driven by the superior stability energy of αAl2 O3 and the relatively low amount of Al required to form this oxide. As the oxygen
chemical potential is allowed to increase further, the sequence of thermodynamically
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Figure 6.8: Relative positions of combinatorial buttons in the library comprised of
Cathodes 1, 2, and 5. The figures are colored by concentrations of Al on the left
and Ni:Co ratio on the right for select buttons after solution heat treatment and
polishing (measured by EDS). Compositional gradients are visible, with Al content
increasing primarily vertically across the library and Ni:Co ratio increasing primarily
horizontally.

favorable oxides was found to be AlTaO4 , Cr2 O3 , spinel CoCr2 O4 , and spinel CoAl2 O4
for the three button compositions calculated (Figure 6.9). Beyond the CoAl2 O4 layer,
the scale differs considerably among the three compositions. While all contain CrWO4 ,
CoTa2 O6 , CoCr2 O4 at higher oxygen chemical potential, as well as CoO, only the 3-1B
and 3-12A compositions were predicted to contain CoWO4 , and only 3-1B was calculated
to contain WO2 . Additionally, the location of the CoTa2 O6 layer in the stack differs for
the 3-12A composition, where it is calculated to lie below the CrWO4 layer. With even
greater oxygen potentials, the spinel Co3 O4 is predicted to become stable, and even higher
oxygen potentials are needed before the Ni oxides are stabilized (not included in Figure
6.9). As these calculations are at 0 K, no solid solubility is included in these predictions.
A significant implication is that layers with the same structure are immiscible, such as
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the CoAl2 O4 and CoCr2 O4 spinels.

6.8

Discussion

No continuous alumina scale is revealed for any of the three exploratory cast Co alloys
after the 1 h oxidation tests. The substrate of these alloys contains between 8.55 and
8.82 at.% Al. The Co-1 alloy has an internal alumina volume fraction of 0.47, which
is relatively high when compared with the few available quantified critical oxide volume
fractions necessary for external scale formation. In addition, the measured γ’ solvi of
the three cast alloys approach the nominal temperature range of interest above 1100 ◦ C.
This suggests that with proper selection of alloying additions, it should be possible to
design a multicomponent Co-base γ-γ’ alloy that forms an external α-Al2 O3 scale and
has a comparable solvus to Ni-base superalloys for the intended applications. However,
based on the results of the cast alloys, it is evident that achieving the combination of
goals is non-trivial.
In order to help identify the conditions under which alumina scale is achievable for
γ-γ’ Co alloys, it would be desirable to model both the thermodynamics and the kinetics
of the oxidation reactions, although this is likely computationally intractable for a system
this size. First principles calculations at 0 K indicate indicate that α-Al2 O3 is by far the
thermodynamically most stable oxide. A large number of stable Co-containing oxides are
also expected at higher oxygen potentials, resulting in non-protective outer layers.
In light of these modeling limitations, an experimental approach based on the synthesis of combinatorial libraries is being used to explore the composition space where
alumina scales may be formed in Co-base γ-γ’ alloys, and how systematic changes in
composition affect the ability of Co alloys to form alumina scale. This work indicates
that compositions of xCo-yNi-10W-zAl-2Cr-3.5Ta at.%, where the ratio y/x is at least
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0.46, and z is at least 10.4 at.% are likely to yield alumina scales upon oxidation at 1100
◦

C. It is also important to indicate that the small grain size of the combinatorial buttons

likely benefits alumina formation, and therefore the Al content necessary for external
scale formation after short times is likely higher at larger grain sizes. In the context of
these combinatorial results, all three cast alloys have Al contents somewhat below 10.4
at.%, as shown in Table 6.1, which is the minimum amount necessary for detectable
α-Al2 O3 in the present combinatorial library. In fact, none of the cast alloys are able
to form an external α-Al2 O3 . While the cast alloys have higher Cr contents than the
combinatorial samples in this library, and it is known that higher Cr contents promote
oxidation resistance as noted earlier, the extent of the Cr influence on oxidation behavior
remains under investigation based on the remaining cathodes.
Beyond the potential for forming alumina, it is of interest to assess the expected formation of other oxides that may promote or interfere with the formation of the alumina
scale. Because the Ni:Co ratio and Al contents of the three cast alloys fall within the
ranges explored by the present combinatorial library, one can then compare the thermodynamic predictions for the layered scales with those observed experimentally. The
oxide layer ordering predicted in Figure 6.9 is qualitatively consistent with that observed
experimentally in the cast alloys. Although the alumina formation was internal, α-Al2 O3
is found to be the most thermodynamically favorable oxide to form on γ-γ’ alloys regardless of Co:Ni ratio or Al content. Only certain layers of those predicted were actually
observed in the cast alloy scales. Notably, AlTaO4 was not observed, presumably because
this phase was only calculated to be present at small (< 5 %) phase fractions. Additionally, there is also no predicted Ni content in the phases, in contrast with the experimental
observations. This discrepancy is most likely a result of the absence of configurational
entropy contributions in the calculations because of the implicit assumption of no solubility at 0 K. A cluster expansion technique combined with Monte Carlo simulations can
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be used to incorporate the effects of configurational entropy.
Kinetics clearly play a paramount role in determining whether the α-Al2 O3 scale
forms externally or as an internal oxide. This kinetic influence is most apparent in the
samples oxidized for times less than 1 h (Figure 6.5), where internal alumina particles are
observed to nucleate and remain discrete and form and IOZ underneath other external
oxides. It is possible that from the development of non-protective externals oxides formed
in addition to the alumina that may alter the mechanisms and kinetics of scale formation
and disrupt the process of forming the continuous α-Al2 O3 scale. Cross-section analysis of
oxides grown on the three cast alloys reveals a W-rich oxide enveloping alumina particles
in the IOZ of the Co-3 alloy. An inward-growing oxide such as this may have the potential
to disrupt external scale growth, however Co-1 and Co-2 both exhibit internal oxidation
without the presence of this inward-growing oxide phase. This implies the differentiating
factor between internal and external alumina formers in the presence of other competing
oxides requires a more comprehensive analysis.

6.9

Summary

We have found that Co-base γ-γ’ alloys form alumina scales in air at 1100 ◦ C within
the composition window investigated. α-Al2 O3 is predicted to be the most thermodynamically stable oxide across all the Co-Al-W γ-γ’ compositions considered. Because of
kinetic factors, this α-Al2 O3 may form as an undesirable, non-protective assemblage of
internal alumina particles within the metal rather than as a continuous, protective scale.
Combinatorial experiments revealed that external alumina scale formation in alloys with
approximately 7 µm grain size occurs in compositions of xCo-yNi-zAl-10W-2Cr-3.5Ta
at.%, where the ratio y/x is at least 0.46 and z is at least 10.4 at.%.
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Figure 6.9: Order of thermodynamically favorable oxides with increasing oxygen
chemical potential (from bottom to top) in select combinatorial compositions at 0
K, calculated from first principles. Alloy phases calculated with less than 5 % phase
fraction are marked (*) and phases calculated to not be present in all compositions
are highlighted in orange and marked (†). Samples 3-12A and 3-1L have similar Ni:Co
ratios, and samples 3-1B and 3-1L have lower Al content than 3-12A.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future
Recommendations
7.1

Conclusions

The overall objective of this research was to determine phase stability within the
Co-base superalloys in order to inform experiments and increase the high temperature
performance of this class of materials. Previous research has demonstrated that these
alloys have creep performance comparable to second-generation Ni-base superalloys but
exhibit different deformation mechanisms deriving from the different properties of the L12
phase in the Co-Al-W system. We have used a first-principles based approach using the
cluster expansion formalism to examine the stability of a number of important ordered
phases in the Co-Al-W ternary system. These and other first principles results have
been used both to inform creep experiments and as input to other models. Oxidation
modeling using first principles approaches has also been performed for Co-base systems.
In this chapter we summarize the key findings of this research and conclude with future
recommendations for continued study of Co-base superalloys.
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The key findings of this investigation into the phase stability and high-temperature
creep performance of Co-base superalloys are as follows:
1. At temperatures above approximately 600 ◦ C, the L12 γ’ phase is stable relative
to a three-phase ground state mixture of elemental Co, B2 CoAl, and D019 Co3 W if
the B sublattice of the L12 structure is treated with a binary cluster expansion. This
stability derives from the combined effects of configurational and vibrational entropy at
elevated temperature. The most stable compositions were found to be rich in W on the
B sublattice. The stability energies were relatively small at the elevated temperatures
where these alloys are used, on the order of 10 meV.
2. A full ternary cluster expansion of the Co-Al-W system was conducted, including
separate FCC, BCC, and HCP cluster expansions. While relatively little solid solubility
was observed in the three-phase ground state phases, it was shown that there exists a
small L12 phase field at 1200 K at Co3 (Al0.2 ,W0.8 ). As with the pseudobinary analysis,
this stability is small (on the order of 10 meV) and attributable mainly to vibrational
effects.
3. Solubility limits of Ti, Ta, and Nb in quinary Co-Al-W-X-Y superalloys were established and single crystals were cast via the conventional Bridgman process. Creep
properties at 900 ◦ C and 982 ◦ C were characterized. At the lower temperature, deformation was found to be dominated by the formation of SISFs and at high temperature the
deformation is dominated by APB-coupled dislocations through each precipitate. These
observations are found to be consistent with first-principles DFT calculations that show
SISF energy increasing with increasing temperature.
4. GSF surfaces have been generated from first-principles and used as input for
parametric phase-field models of dominant deformation mechanisms in γ’ precipitates
of Co- and CoNi-base superalloys. Both single AB a/2<110> dislocations and pairs of
AB+AC a/2<112> dislocations were considered as they interacted with a γ’ particle.
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In the Co-base composition, the single AB a/2<110> type dislocation is found to loop
the γ’ precipitate due to the high APB energy. The AB+AC a/2<112> dislocation
configuration shears the γ’ precipitate by creating an SISF. In the CoNi-base composition,
the AB a/2<110> dislocation shears the precipitate and creates an APB due to the
relatively low APB energy, while the AB+AC a/2<112> dislocation configuration creates
an SISF ribbon with an APB. These results are consistent with observations made via
TEM.
5. High-resolution STEM HAADF imaging, EDS maps, and APT have shown solute segregation in the vicinity of SISFs in Co-base superalloys. This solute segregation
was found to be consistent with a change in composition from host γ’ phase toward the
thermodynamically stable Co3 W bulk phase, although the equilibrium composition of the
nanoscale SISFs was not observed to be identical to the bulk phase. First-principles calculations, comprising ground state formation energies, Monte Carlo simulations, and finite
temperature vibrational energies qualitatively predict a change in composition toward
the Co3 W phase but do not reproduce the results quantitatively. An explicit treatment
of a coherently-embedded SISF within the L12 matrix instead results in better agreement
between model and experiment. These experiments and first-principles models conclusively demonstrate the breakdown of bulk thermodynamics at the nanoscale level despite
the identical chemical and mechanical environment surrounding the phases considered.
6. The oxidation behavior of several exploratory CoNi-base superalloy compositions
was investigated. All alloys were found to form alumina scales in air at 1100 ◦ C. α-Al2 O3 is
predicted to be the most thermodynamically stable oxide, although, due to kinetic factors,
it does not necessarily form as a continuous, protective scale. Combinatorial experiments
were conducted and external alumina scale formation in alloys with approximately 7 µm
grain size occurs in compositions of xCo-yNi-zAl-10W-2Cr-3.5Ta at.%, where the y/x
ratio is at least 0.46 at z is at least 10.4 at.%.
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Future Recommendations

This research has sought to built a foundational thermodynamic framework for the
study of Co-base superalloys. While conventional CALPHAD-based thermodynamic
databases have been shown to have excellent fidelity with experiment in well-calibrated
composition domains, they often fail to provide accurate results when extrapolating to
regions outside of known compositional space. The ability to determine equilibrium compositions from first-principles in multicomponent alloys presents many difficulties. Most
principally is the size of the compositional space that needs to be considered in order to
adequately fit a cluster expansion. Future work could use machine learning algorithms
to intelligently identify regions of compositional interest in multicomponent systems,
thereby limiting the number of calculations needed to rigorously describe quaternary
and higher-order systems. This could be combined with rapid experimental assessment
of new compositions using techniques such as 3-D printed compositionally-graded materials [120] and combinatorial sputtering approaches [121, 122].
Once this higher-order thermodynamic database is developed for multicomponent
systems, an outstanding problem in Co-base superalloys is the modeling of alloy kinetics.
In order to do this effectively, relevant hop barriers must be identified and the most relevant energy barriers calculated. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations can then be performed
as in [123] to determine diffusion coefficients in Co-Al-W and higher-order systems.
We observe very different γ’ shearing mechanisms in Co-base superallys relative to
their Ni-base counterparts at elevated temperature. These differences in creep deformation mechanisms are not attributable to a single materials property but instead the
differences likely have dependence on a large number of materials properties and microstructural changes. As these properties are linked with one another, separating out
single contributions from specific materials properties on the deformation mechanism
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remains outstanding.
Another important problem is the study of antiphase boundary formation that includes the effects of segregation at the boundaries. Modeling the thermodynamics of an
antiphase boundary, especially including the effects of vibrational entropy, is complicated
by the fact that these faults break local symmetry. The basic thermodynamics of the
system are also complicated and would require modeling a quaternary system if an analysis were performed on CoNi-base compositions as was done in our work. Modeling the
equilibrium compositions near antiphase boundaries also presents a challenge.
Additional research on the thermodynamics and kinetics of stacking faults that incorporates solute segregation would be useful in understanding the creep deformation
process. Like APBs, there is no thermodynamic or kinetic model that appears to predict
the equilibrium composition at stacking faults. This is complicated by a number of factors, including the fact that the problem deals with the relatively complex interactions
across a four-atom thick stacking fault. Current models do not take into effect solute segregation effects, which plays an important role in the dominant deformation mechanism
at a given temperature and strain rate.
Much work remains to be done on Co-base superalloys in order for them to see
application in gas turbine engines and other high temperature applications. While the
study of Co-base superalloys has improved many existing thermodynamic databases and
allowed for the investigation of previously poorly understood deformation mechanisms,
improvements in the oxidation properties versus stability of γ’ remains a key obstacle. If
these alloys are to replace more than just current solid-solution and carbide-strengthened
Co-base superalloys, these critical areas must be addressed. It is recommended that
the intermediate space between purely Co- and Ni-base superalloys be more rigorously
explored in order to find promising compositional domains.
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